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Abstract
This thesis presents a very efficient hybrid method for analysis and design of optical
and passive photonic devices. The main focus is on unbounded wave structures. This class
of photonic systems are in general very large in terms of the wavelength of the driving
optical sources. The size of the problem space makes the electromagnetic modelling of
these structure a very challenging problem. Our approach and main contribution has been
to combine or hybridize three methods that together can handle this class of photonic
structures as a whole.
The basis of the hybrid method is a novel Gaussian Beam Tracing method GBT. Gaus-
sian Beams (GB) are very suitable elementary functions for tracing and tracking purposes
due to their finite extent and the fact that they are good approximations for actual laser
beams. The GBT presented in this thesis is based on the principle of phase matching. This
method can be used to model the reflection and refraction of Gaussian beams from general
curved surfaces as long as the curvature of the surface is relatively small. It can also model
wave propagation in free space. The developed GBT is extremely fast as it essentially uses
simple algebraic equations to find the parameters of the reflected and refracted beams once
the parameters of the incident beam is known. Therefore sections of the systems whose
dimensions are large relative to the optical wavelength are simulated by the GBT method.
Fields entering a photonic system may not possess an exact Gaussian profile. For ex-
ample if an aperture limits the input laser to the system, the field is no longer a GB. In
these and other similar cases the field at some aperture plane needs to be expanded into
a sum of GBs. Gabor expansion has been used for this purpose. This method allows any
form of field distribution on a flat or curved surface to be expanded into a sum of GBs.
The resultant GBs are then launched inside the system and tracked by GBT. Calculation
of the coefficients of the Gabor series is very fast (1-2 minutes on a typical computer for
most applications).
In some cases the dimensions or physical properties of structures do not allow the
application of the GBT method. For example if the curvature of a surface is very large
(or its radius of curvature is very small) or if the surface contains sharp edges or sub-
wavelength dimensions GBT is no longer valid. In these cases we have utilized the Finite
Difference Time Domain method (FDTD). FDTD is a rigorous and very accurate full wave
electromagnetic solver. The time domain form of Maxwell’s equations are discretized and
iii
solved. No matrix inversion is needed for this method. If the size of the structure that
needs to be analyzed is large relative to the wavelength FDTD can become increasingly time
consuming. Nevertheless once a structure is simulated using FDTD for a given input, the
output is expanded using Gabor expansion and the resultant beams can then be efficiently
propagated through any desired system using GBT. For example if a diffraction grating is
illuminated by some source, once the reflection is found using FDTD, it can be propagated
very efficiently through any kind of lens or prism (or other optical structures) using GBT.
Therefore the overall computational efficiency of the hybrid method is very high compared
to other methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Performance of hybrid and monolithic integrated photonic circuits and components in
modern optical systems highly depends on vectorial (polarization) and scalar characteris-
tics of interconnecting components and junctions between various optical and electronic
devices. The components that form a typical photonic device can be divided into two
major categories:
1. Active devices, such as optical lasers and optical amplifiers.
2. Passive devices, such as waveguides, lenses, prisms and diffraction gratings.
Active devices are not dealt with in this research. The passive components in a photonic
system can further be subdivided into two major categories: guided wave structures and
unbounded wave structures. The guided wave section, containing structures such as simple
waveguides, waveguide junctions, waveguide couplers and power dividers, have been the
subject of extensive research for many years. There are analytical formulas describing the
characteristics of such guiding structures for a number of simple geometries [1]. For other
more complex geometries many approximate but very accurate methods such as Vectorial
and Semivectorial Finite Difference Beam Propagation Method [2, 3], have been developed
during the past two decades. Rigorous methods such as Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) [4, 5, 6] have also been applied successfully to such structures. The analysis and
design of such guiding wave structures are not included in this research. Nevertheless
the coupling of power to such structures must be considered. In addition to simple waveg-
uide and fiber junctions and guiding structures in general, novel interconnect and transition
structures containing complex combinations of micro-lens, micro-prisms, tapered segments,
curved structures, semi-open regions (star couplers), polarizing devices, and MEMS devices
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have been proposed and implemented in state-of-the-art emerging components. Simulation
and design optimization of these structures, which are primarily non-guided wave substruc-
tures, are extremely challenging electromagnetic problem. Existing full-wave simulation
tools, such as those based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) and FDTD for example,
are computationally very expensive if applied on their own and therefore are not appropri-
ate for such components. The main reason being that such structures, as miniaturized as
they might have become, are still very large compared to the wavelength of light sources
and may have dimensions in the order of hundreds or even thousands of wavelengths. On
the other hand geometrical optics and scalar physical optics methods cannot model vector
scattering properties of the optical interconnects with sufficient accuracy. In this research
a very fast and yet reasonably accurate computational scheme for modelling such photonic
interconnects is developed. The approach, which is based on the combination of a newly
developed Gaussian Beam Tracing (GBT) technique with Gabor type expansion and its
hybridization with the finite difference time domain method, is particularly suitable for
design optimization of such open and semi-open transitional structures and interconnects.
In this scheme, the entire structure is divided into the active devices, modal guiding parts
(coupled waveguides and non-radiating transitions) and radiation in open or semi-open 3-D
regions (lenses, prisms, micro-lenses, gratings, etc.). The focus of this research is the last
category. For these open and semi-open radiation/scattering regions (containing lenses and
MEMS micro-mirror), our vectorial 3-D Gaussian Beam Tracing is utilized in conjunction
with a Gabor type beam expansion formulation and these are hybridized with FDTD in
regions where the Gaussian Beam Expansion/Tracing fail to produce accurate results.
1.1 Overview of the Hybrid Method
According to what was presented above, the general form of the problem that is targeted
is shown in Fig.(1.1).
The input fiber(s), waveguide(s) or laser(s) launch an electromagnetic field inside the
system. The input structures are treated as apertures, whose radiation would propagate
through the system. Paraxial Gaussian beams (GBs) are very good approximations for
output of laser sources. Other sources of electromagnetic fields such as special laser types
(producing truncated Gaussian Beams) or output of fibers and/or waveguides can be ex-
panded as a sum of Gaussian Beams. These facts make the paraxial Gaussian Beam a
very attractive candidate as an elementary beam entity for modelling of propagation phe-
nomena in open and semi-open structures. The hybrid method developed in this research
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Figure 1.1: Geometry of the general form of the problem
is therefore based on this new Gaussian Beam tracing method. When the input(s) to the
system do not possess a purely Gaussian Profile, their aperture field has to be expanded
in terms of a set of Gaussian Beam elementary beam functions. In this research Gabor
representation of aperture fields has been used for this purpose.
The combination of the Gabor Expansion and the Gaussian Beam Tracing can han-
dle a relatively large class of problems, but nevertheless they fail in certain situations. If
the dimensions of the structures become very small in terms of wavelength, this method
fails. Furthermore, the combination of GBT and Gabor expansion can not handle periodic
structures such as diffraction gratings and the problem of coupling to the output waveg-
uide(s). For these situations hybridization of the FDTD method with the Gaussian Beam
Expansion/Tracking method has been used. Although a complete FDTD was developed
during the course of this research the actual hybridization is of paramount importance
to us. Therefore the “combination” of the different methods that constitute the hybrid
method is our major contribution.
1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 3. first the different types of GBs are introduced and their basic properties
are explained. This is done by extending the definition of a narrow bundle of rays by
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defining complex radii of curvature of the phase front. In sec.(3.3) the reflection and trans-
mission of a general astigmatic GB from an arbitrary surface is considered. Subsequently
the fast GB tracing method (GBT) is formulated: given the parameters of an arbitrary GB
and the equation of a general curved surface the parameters of the reflected and refracted
beams are obtained. 2D GBT is explained in Appendix C. After a short discussion of the
Goos-Hanchen shift and the pulsed GB a number a examples are given that demonstrate
the speed and versatility of GBT. Finally a verification is presented by comparing the
results of GBT with the physical optics method.
In Chapter 4 first the one dimensional aperture representation using Gabor expansion
is introduced. It is shown that a one dimensional aperture which gives rise to 2D fields
can be represented by a number of shifted and rotated GBs. The representation of a 2D
aperture which gives rise to 3D fields is then formulated (based on the works of Felsen et.
al.) Subsequently the beam representation in the paraxial regime for the 1D case is given.
An attempt is made to extend the beam field representation to the 2D case. Only the case
where the beams are narrow in one direction but possess an arbitrary waist in the other
direction is considered. After tabulating the well known properties of Gabor expansion, a
number of examples that are combinations of Gabor expansion and GBT are given.
In Chapter 5. the main focus is on Hybridization of Gabor expansion and GBT with
FDTD. Nevertheless after testing a number of commercial FDTD software it was concluded
that an implementation of this method was required. The total field/scattered (TF/SF)
field formulation is used to model a GB launched at arbitrary angle inside an FDTD lattice.
This combines GBT with FDTD for a single GB. If the input to the FDTD algorithm is
not a pure GB, it needs to be expanded using Gabor expansion. Therefore the FDTD
used needed to be able to launch multiple GBs (shifted and rotated) simultaneously. After
numerous test it is shown that the implemented FDTD can in fact handle multiple GBs
very efficiently. A very efficient near field to far field transformation is also utilized in
order to rigorously propagate the fields found by FDTD to any other point in space. This
concludes the combination of FDTD with Gabor expansion and GBT.
In Chapter 6 the hybrid method is applied to three classes of problems: 1) Scattering
type problems 2)Transmission type problems 2)Coupling problems. After obtaining the
general grating formula for a dielectric grating a systematic approach is used to ensure
the accuracy of the results obtained. First two dielectric grating with different pitches are
illuminated by a GB at different angles and the peaks of the scattered field is compared with
the general grating formula. The accuracy of the predicted angles shows the applicability
of the hybrid method to this rather numerically extensive problem. Convex and concave
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gratings are considered next. The interesting results predicted by this method is then
compared with a phased array approach. A problem comprising all the components of
the hybrid method is considered next. In this problem a phased cosine field illuminates a
dielectric grating. The phased cosine field is expanded using Gabor expansion to yield a
number of shifted and rotated GBs. The GBs are then launched inside the FDTD lattice
and the field is observed close to the TF/SF region. This field is then passed through a
thin lens. To the author’s knowledge the results obtained for this complicated problem can
not be compared with any other method as a whole. Nevertheless as each component has
been successfully tested individually it is concluded that the results are accurate.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Gaussian Beam Tracing
As was mentioned above the developed GBT is the basis for our hybrid method. GB tracing
and tracking have been investigated and reported in the literature. The main methods are
reviewed below:
2.1.1 Ray Matrix Method
In this method, an optical structure such as a lens or slab or lens-like structure is modelled
by its ray matrix method [7, 8, 9, 10]. The propagation of a simple astigmatic GB1 is
found by transforming its complex curvature. This is the simplest and the most common
way for tracking beams. Although there are some modified versions of this method [10],
they all have the following strengths and weaknesses:
a) Strengths:
1. The methods are all very fast.
2. A Cascade of several optical structures can be easily analyzed by simply multi-
plying the ray matrices of the individual structures.
b) Weaknesses:
1. Inaccurate.
2. Can not handle general surfaces.
1See Chapter (3) for the definitions of simple and general astigmatic GBs
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3. Can not model general astigmatism.
4. The beams must be paraxial with respect to the optical axis; therefore tilts and
offsets can not be accurately modelled.
5. The reflection of light from the surface of lenses is not taken into account.
6. The polarization effects are not taken into account.
2.1.2 Complex Source Point Presentation and Complex Ray Trac-
ing
Deschamps [11] (1971) showed that a stigmatic GB can be represented as a bundle of com-
plex rays, meaning a bundle of rays originating from a point in the complex plane (Complex
Source Point method CSP). This representation has been used by many authors in differ-
ent ways to trace GBs through an optical system. Arnaud [12] used this representation
combined with the ray matrix to find more accurate ways for modelling GB propagation
through an optical system. Felsen et.al [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] who have done the most ex-
tensive research on this method, used the CSP representation together with Complex Ray
Tracing methods. Felsen et.al traced the rays originating from a source point to a typical
observation point. The source is then transformed to a point in the complex plane and
the propagation of a GB is modelled by rays originating from this complex point. As ray
tracing is the basis of this method, the results are valid in the far field of the source. Quite
lengthy search algorithms are needed to find the point of incidence for any observation
point. These methods’ strengths and weaknesses can be summarized as follows:
a) Strengths:
1. They are very accurate in the far field of the source.
2. Polarization of the fields are taken into account.
3. No assumptions are made a priori on the form of the reflected and refracted
beams.
4. There are no limitations on the waists of the GBs and/or on the radii of curva-
ture of the surface upon which the GB is incident.
b) Weaknesses:
1. Due to the lengthy search algorithms needed to find the point of incidence, these
methods are relatively slow.
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2. Only two dimensional problems have been considered.
3. General astigmatism is not explicitly taken into account.
4. Only flat and circular surfaces have been analyzed but, theoretically, the method
can be extended to more complex surfaces.
2.1.3 Uniform Asymptotic Solution
Pathak et.al [19, 20] used the Green’s function formulation (which can be shown to be
equivalent to the Kirchhoff’s integral representation) together with the physical optics
approximation to find the reflection and diffraction of an arbitrary GB from a smooth
surface with an edge. Pathak et.al explicitly used the physical optics approximation in
far field radiation integrals (Green’s function formulation). Assuming that the reflected
beam from the surface under consideration remains a GB, they found a closed form for this
beam using asymptotic methods to calculate the radiation integral. They developed closed
form solutions to this problem. Their method is specifically developed for large reflector
antennas, and the diffraction from the edges of the antenna is also taken into account. The
only problem with this method is that it has been formulated for reflection of GBs from a
smooth surface and therefore, the refraction of such beams into dielectric surfaces (lenses
and other structure that are used in photonic structures) is not considered. Although,
theoretically, it is possible to extend this method to refractive surfaces, such an extension
is quite involved and can be the subject of a Ph.D thesis on its own. The strengths and
weaknesses of this method is summarized below:
a) Strengths:
1. The method is extremely fast (closed form solution).
2. Polarization of the fields are taken into account.
3. Edge diffraction is taken into account.
4. General Astigmatism is implicitly taken into account.
b) Weaknesses:
1. They are developed only for reflective surfaces.
2. The reflected GB is assumed to remain a GB. This condition holds true only
if the radii of curvature of the surface under consideration is at least twice the
size of the beam waist at the point of incidence.
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2.1.4 Other Methods
There are also other methods found in the literature e.g [21, 22, 23]. In [21] the scattering
of a GB is found from a homogenous sphere by the combination of the CSP method and
the exact analytical solution of the problem involving the scattering of a spherical wave
from a sphere 2 The results which are exact in the paraxial regime, are only applicable to
a homogenous sphere and can not be extended to other geometries. Nevertheless, they can
be used to verify other approximate methods. Siegman [23] used direct phase matching
to find the reflected and refracted scalar GBs from an ellipsoid. The axis of the GB in
their work was assumed to be aligned with one of the axes of symmetry of the ellipsoid.
In addition General Astigmatism and the vectorial nature of the GB were not considered.
2.1.5 GB Tracing method (GBT)
The Gaussian Beam Tracing method that is presented here, uses an extension of phase
matching [24] as applied to GBs. It is an extremely fast, fully vectorial three dimensional
method. Given an arbitrary Vectorial 3D General Astigmatic incident Gaussian Beam and
the analytic equation of a surface (dielectric, conductor or any media that can be modelled
by an effective dielectric constant), the parameters (waist, center and direction of propa-
gation and the complex angle of rotation) 3of the reflected and transmitted GBs are found
using phase matching by approximating the surface with a quadratic function. Whenever
a simple Astigmatic GB is incident on a non-orthogonal [25] surface, a General Astigmatic
GB is produced; therefore, this kind of astigmatism is a very important and essential part
of GBT. Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients are then used to account for the
vectorial nature of the beams considered. The method, therefore, takes the polarization of
beams into account. Lenses and other similar structures can be analyzed by considering
multiple reflections and refractions from the different surfaces of these structures. In this
work the method has been verified by comparing the results with Physical Optics method
and it has been applied to several practical problems. The accuracy of the method in
calculating higher order abberations need to be investigated.
a) Strengths:
1. The method is extremely fast (a number of algebraic equations).
2. Polarization of the fields are taken into account.
2We had derived the same results without knowing about this work.
3Refer to Chapter (3)
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3. Tilted and off axis surfaces can be analyzed with no difficulty.
4. General Astigmatism is explicitly taken into account.
5. No caustics are produced, upon any number of reflections and refractions.
6. Both reflective and refractive surfaces can be treated.
b) Weaknesses:
1. The reflected and refracted GBs from the surface are assumed to remain GB.
This is valid if the radii of curvature of the surface under consideration is at
least twice the waist of the incident GB at the point of incidence.
2. Edge Diffraction is not taken into account.
2.2 Gaussian Beam Expansion
To our knowledge the only well investigated method for discretization of an aperture field
into a set of Gaussian elementary functions (which give rise to GBs) are based on Gabor
series [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] and the work by Pathak et.al [20]. In this research the Gabor
representation [27] has been used. The work by Pathak et.al [20] is specifically designed
for fast analysis of reflector antennas. In this special case the aperture (the feed of the
reflector) is much smaller than the reflector; therefore, this method is not general enough
to be extendable to arbitrary ratios of aperture to scatterer dimensions. In a hypothetical
photonic structure this ratio could become very small (e.g. a fiber illuminating a thick lens)
close to one (e.g. a large aperture laser illuminating a thick lens (Chapter(4))) or very large
(e.g. a number of GBs with large waist illuminating a small lens.) A more general method
is therefore needed. The Gabor series is such a general scheme. The waist of the GBs at
the aperture plane in this method can be chosen virtually arbitrarily . The waists of the
GBs at the aperture plane will then dictate their waist at the position of the scatterer. In
[27] the Gabor series was used in 1D aperture field discretization. Following [27], Felsen
et.al [28] developed a systematic method for one dimensional aperture discretization for
narrow waisted, matched and large waisted 2D GBs. In Dec 2002 they extended their 2D
formulation to a 2D aperture (3D GBs). The Gabor series inherently does not impose any
restrictions on the size of the waists of the GB elementary functions. The recent work by
Felsen et.al [29, 30] is based on a narrow waisted formulation. In this special case, the
aperture field is sampled at different points. Parallel Stigmatic circular GBs with waists
that are much smaller than the aperture dimensions are then launched from the aperture
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plane. In this research, a method is proposed that would potentially extend this method
to astigmatic GBs with arbitrary waists in one direction and narrow waists in the other
direction.
2.3 Hybridizing the GB Expansion/Tracing with the
Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD)
The final topic in this research is the hybridization of the GB Expansion/Tracing with
FDTD. FDTD has been investigated extensively in the past number of decades since its
first 2D and 3D implementations [32, 33]. This method has been used in the Microwave
and Photonics group at the University of Waterloo [34, 35, 4, 5, 6, 36, 37]. This work
includes: hybridization of FDTD with ray tracing method for modelling of indoor radio
wave propagation and the application of FDTD for studying of dielectric waveguide prob-
lems and modelling guided-wave junctions. Specific issues, such as truncating boundary
conditions for FDTD are still areas of extensive research and can be the subject of several
Ph.D theses. Although the implementation of an FDTD method is not a new contribution,
nevertheless it became necessary and therefore a very suitable FDTD was written as part of
this research. It should be noted that the main goal in this area, is the actual hybridization
of the FDTD with GB Expansion/Tracing method. There were many challenges associated
with this task and it forms a major contribution of this research.
Chapter 3
Vectorial General Astigmatic
Gaussian Beam Tracing
In this chapter a novel Gaussian Beam Tracing method (GBT) is formulated. This method
is based on the phase matching procedure introduced by Deschamps [24]. A similar formu-
lation is derived in Appendix A for the sake of completeness. First, the simple astigmatic
Gaussian Beam (GB) is defined as an analytic continuation of the geometictrical optics
field. A GB is usually defined by a transformation of the z coordinate to the complex plane
[11]. The procedure introduced in this chapter is a more general form of this transforma-
tion. Next the fundamental properties of a GB are described. The General Astigmatic
GB is then defined by formally attaching a complex angle to the phase term of a simple
GB. The novel GB tracing method, which is based on phase matching, is subsequently
introduced. Examples are presented that demonstrate the speed of this method and its
strengths and weaknesses. Finally a comparison is made between GB Tracing scheme
and Physical Optics integrals which provided a simple verification for the method. This
comparison identified the limits of validity of the method.
3.1 General Astigmatic GBs
Here the Vectorial General Astigmatic GB is introduced in a way which is both insightful
and useful for the development of the other components of the hybrid method (this fact will
be seen in later chapters) . Astigmatic rays and narrow bundles of rays (pencil of rays) are
first introduced, Astigmatic GBs are then defined by transforming two of the elements of
its curvature matrix. The standard defining formula of the GB can then be easily derived
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from this form. It can then be verified that such a beam satisfies the paraxial Helmholtz
equation. The Vectorial General Astigmatic GB is then found by formally attaching a
complex value to the angular orientation of the coordinate system in which the GB is
expressed . Throughout this work an exp(jwt) time dependence is assumed.
3.1.1 Narrow Bundles of Rays (Pencil of Rays)
It is shown in Appendix(B) that the leading term in the asymptotic representation (Lunberg-
Kline) of the electric field yields the geometrical optics field:
E(s) = E(0)
√
R1R2
(R1 + s)(R2 + s)
e−jnks (3.1)
The rays that are very close to an axial ray are called a pencil of rays or a bundle of
rays. The rays of a bundle are normal to a family of surfaces (the wavefronts). Normally a
single ray passes through each point in space; therefore, the rays of a pencil constitute a so
called congruence. This congruence is normal to a family of surfaces and is therefore called
a normal congruence. It can be shown [38] that a normal congruence remains a normal
congruence upon any number of reflections and refractions. Although the form of the field
may change due to the change in radii of curvature. The field of an arbitrary paraxial ray
in the bundle can be related to the axial ray Fig.(3.1)in the following manner (assuming
that the axial ray is in the z direction and k = nk0) :
e(z) = e(0)
√
R1R2
(R1 + z)(R2 + z)
e−jkz
Because the rays in the pencil are very close to each other and they are nearly parallel, the
variation of the amplitude with z is ignored; therefore if (x1, x2, z) is a point in space near
the axial ray the following is obtained:
e(x1, x2, z) = e(0)
√
R1R2
(R1 + z)(R2 + z)
e−jkφ(x1,x2,z)
Where again k = nk0 is used instead of k0. Now from Fig(3.1) it is clear that l1 ' l2;
therefore, the phase at point (x1, x2) is the phase at point (0, 0, z) plus the normal distance
(with a sign) of the phase front at (x1, x2, z) from the tangent plane at z or l1. If the phase
front is approximated by a quadratic function then:
l1 = −
1
2
xQ̄xT
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Figure 3.1: Two rays from a pencil of rays.
where x = [x1, x2] and Q̄ is a symmetric matrix called the curvature matrix (a diverging
pencil is designated by a positive curvature). If x̂1 and x̂2 are taken in the direction of the
lines of curvature [39] of the phase front then Q̄ would become diagonal:
Q̄(z) =
[
1
R1+z
0
0 1
R2+z
]
(3.2)
where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the phase front at z. With any
other choice for x̂1 and x̂2 then Q̄ will still be symmetric and it can be shown that the
radii of curvature of the phase front are its eigenvalues [24]. Therefore the phase can be
represented as:
φ(x1, x2, z) = z +
1
2
x̄Q̄x̄T
The amplitude variation can also be related to Q̄. It is obvious that if R1 and R2 are the
principal radii of curvature of the phase front at z = 0, then the principal radii of curvature
at z would be R1 + z and R2 + z and also:
det Q̄(z) =
1
(R1 + z)(R2 + z)
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therefore:
e(x1, x2, z) = e(0)
√
det Q̄(z)
det Q̄(0)
e−jk(z+
1
2
x̄Q̄x̄T ) (3.3)
3.1.2 Simple Astigmatic GB
A simple GB is usually defined by considering the solution to the free space Helmholtz
equation (3D Green’s function):
G =
e−jkR
R
and transforming the z coordinate to the complex plane z → z + jb (where b is a real
number). If this function is substituted into Helmholtz equation and the paraxial approx-
imation is utilized a simple GB is obtained [11]. In this work a more general approach is
introduced. The real curvature matrix of an astigmatic ray is represented by Eqn.(3.2).
As this equation is derived directly from Maxwell’s equations and solutions of Maxwell’s
equations can be analytically continued to the complex plane by direct transformation of
one coordinate, it is natural to define a more general curvature matrix in the following
form:
Q̄(z) =
[
1
z−z0x+jzrx 0
0 1
z−z0y+jzry
]
=
[
1
qx
0
0 1
qy
]
(3.4)
zrx, zry, z0x and z0y being real numbers. Therefore complex radii of curvature, R1 =
−z0x + jzrx and R2 = −z0y + jzry are assigned to the bundle of rays. When zrx = zry = zr
and z0x = z0y = 0, Eqn.(3.4) can be interpreted as a transformation of the origin of
the coordinate system to the complex point (0, 0, jzr) [11]. Substituting Eqn.(3.4) into
Eqn.(3.3) the following form (x1 is replaced by y) is obtained:
E(x,y, z) = E(0)
√
1
qxqy
exp[−jk(z + 1
2
(
x2
qx
+
y2
qy
)]
= E(0)ψ exp(−jkz) (3.5)
It can be verified (through simple but rather long algebra) that ψ is a solution of the
paraxial Helmholtz equation:
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
− 2jk∂ψ
∂z
= 0
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Therefore, Eqn.(3.5) is valid in the paraxial regime, which was quite obvious as it was
obtained from the equation of a bundle of paraxial rays. Following some straightforward
algebra, Eqn.(3.5) can be written in the following standard form:
E(x, y, z) = E0
√
w0xw0y
√
wx(z)wy(z)
exp{−jk[z + 1
2
(
x2
qx(z)
+
y2
qy(z)
)] + jη(z)} (3.6)
where:
1
qi(z)
=
1
Ri(z)
− j λ
πnw2i (z)
wi(z) = w0i
√
1 + (
z − z0i
zri
)2
Ri(z) = (z − z0i)[1 + (
zri
z − z0i
)2] (3.7)
zri =
w20inπ
λ
for i = x, y
η(z) =
1
2
tan−1(
z − z0x
zrx
) +
1
2
tan−1(
z − z0y
zry
)
E0 = E0xx̂+ E0yŷ
This is called a Simple Astigmatic GB. The properties of an Astigmatic GBs can be found
in [9]. The spots of such beam are ellipses. The minimum waist in the x and y directions,
w0x and w0y as well as their positions z0x and z0y are different. The plot of R(z), w(z)
and η(z) for a simple GB are given in Fig.(3.2). As it is well known, GBs are very good
approximations for the output of laser sources. Furthermore because most of the energy of
the GB is confined to the space near its waist, it represents a much better basis function
for tracing formalisms than the plane wave, therefore GBT forms the base of the Hybrid
method created in this work.
3.2 General Astigmatic Gaussian Beams (GAGB)
When a simple astigmatic GB passes through a non-orthogonal system, such as a sequence
of astigmatic lenses placed at oblique angle relative to one another, it has been shown
experimentally [25] that a new form of beam is formed, whose elliptical spot rotates as the
beam propagates in free space. This is called a General astigmatic gaussian beam. Arnaud
and Kogelnik [25] showed that a General Astigmatic GB can be formally obtained “by
attaching a complex value to the angular orientation” of the coordinate system in which
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Figure 3.2: R(z), w(z) and η(z) of a simple GB
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the GB is expressed , and a typical ray fixed coordinate system. Under such complex
rotation angle φ of the coordinate system, the GB curvature matrix becomes:
Q̄φ = J̄φQ̄J̄−φ (3.8)
J̄φ =
[
cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ
]
(3.9)
where φ = a + jb is complex. For such a beam a principal coordinate system can not
be defined as it is not possible to eliminate the cross term in both phase and amplitude
functions in any coordinate system. In other words the principal coordinate system changes
as the beam propagates through free space. It has been shown that for such a General
Astigmatic GB the ellipses of irradiance and also the ellipse of phase rotate as the beam
propagates in free space, while they maintain a fixed angle relative to one another. It has
also been shown that the axes of these quadratic forms can never be aligned. Although a
principal coordinate system is not defined for such a beam, it is completely specified by its
curvature matrix Q̄ and the complex angle φ in a specified ray fixed coordinate system.
The GBT method presented in this thesis can handle GAGB very efficiently. This is due
to the fact that here the main parameter of interest is the curvature matrix of a GB. For a
GAGB this matrix is complex but nevertheless symmetric. Therefore at any point it can
be diagonalized and the parameters of the GAGB can then be extracted. This is explained
in detail at the end of the next section.
3.3 Reflection and Transmission from a General Curved
Surface
Consider a Vectorial GAGB that is incident upon a general curved surface, Fig(3.3). It
is assumed that at the point of incidence the waist of the incident beam is smaller than
the radii of curvature of the surface. It can be shown that in this case the reflected and
transmitted beams are very close to GBs. It has been verified (Sec.3.9)that if the radii of
curvature of the surface is twice the beam waist at the point of incidence, the GBT method
yields very good results. The goal is to find the reflected and transmitted beams from the
interface once the incident beam is known. For this problem two different coordinate
systems are considered:
1. Main Coordinate system (x, y, z) is a fixed coordinate system in which the equation of
the interface is known.
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Figure 3.3: The geometry of GB reflection and transmission
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2. (xl, yl, zl) refers to the ray fixed coordinate system [40] for l = 1, 2, 3 for incident,
reflected and transmitted respectively. [x1, y1] is denoted by x1.
The point of incidence with the surface z = f(x, y) is P0. The normal vector to the surface
at the point of incidence is given by
n̂ = ~∇(f(x, y) − z)
The reflection and transmission directions are determined from Snell’s laws:
ẑi.n̂ = ẑr.n̂ or θi = θr (Law of reflection) (3.10)
n1(ŝi × n̂) = n2(ŝt × n̂) or n1sinθi = n2sinθt (Law of refraction) (3.11)
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the two media shown in Fig(3.3). The case
of reflection from a perfect conductor can also be easily handled. The angle of incidence,
reflection and transmission are denoted by θi, θr and θt. Once these directions are known
the ray fixed coordinate system of the incident, reflected and transmitted beams can be
found from ( see for example [41]):
x̂1 =
ẑi × (n̂× ẑi)
|ẑi × (n̂× ẑi)|
x̂2 = −
ẑr × (n̂× ẑr)
|ẑr × (n̂× ẑr)|
x̂3 =
ẑt × (n̂× ẑt)
|ẑt × (n̂× ẑt)|
ŷl = ẑl × x̂l forl = i, r, t (3.12)
Being a slowly varying function of z, η(z) is dropped [9] as it does not contribute to the
changes of phase on the surface which are of primary importance, and has only a bulk
effect (for example produces a phase shift of π
4
at the Raleigh range zr). The effect of η is
taken into account at the last stage of the method Eqn.(3.24). The phases of the incident,
reflected and refracted GBs can then be expressed as:
k1(zi +
1
2
x1Q̄ix
T
1 )
k1(zr +
1
2
x2Q̄rx
T
2 )
k2(zt +
1
2
x3Q̄tx
T
3 ) (3.13)
respectively. The phases of the incident, reflected and transmitted beams are matched at
points near P0 in a manner described in [24] and [40]. The only difference here is that
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the components of the curvature matrix are complex numbers, but this does not alter the
results in any way. The curvature matrix of the reflected and transmitted beams are found
from:
Q̄r = (K̄r)
−1[K̄Ti Q̄iK̄i + C̄(cos θi + cos θr)](K̄r)
−1 (3.14)
Q̄t =
n1
n2
(K̄t)
−1[K̄Ti Q̄iK̄i + C̄(cos θi −
n2
n2
cos θt)](K̄t)
−1 (3.15)
with:
K̄r =
[
− cos θr 0
0 1
]
K̄t =
[
cos θr 0
0 1
]
C̄ is the curvature matrix of the surface defining the interface relative to the main coordi-
nate system. The fact that the off diagonal elements of Q̄r are given by [42]:
2C11 cos θi +Q
12
i
and the off diagonal elements of Q̄t are given by:
sec θt
k2
(k1 cos θiQ
12
i − (k1 cos θi − k2 cos θt)C12)
(Qij and C ij represent the elements of C̄ and Q̄) shows that for any arbitrary choice of Q̄i
and C̄ (real or imaginary) the curvature matrix of the reflected and transmitted beams are
symmetric and can therefore be diagonalized. Once these matrices are diagonalized the
eigenvalues or the diagonal elements of the resultant matrix yield the reciprocal of qx and
qy’s of these beams. The real part is the reciprocal of the R(z) and the imaginary part can
be used to find the spot size w(z). See Eqn.(3.7). The waist and the position of the waist
of the beams can then be found from: (All the subscripts are dropped for convenience)
g =
λ(z − z0)
πw20n
then:
g = −
Re[1
q
]
Im[1
q
]
and :
w0 =
√
w(z)
(1 + g2)
(3.16)
z0 = −
R(z)g2
(1 + g2)
(3.17)
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Now if it is assumed that,
V̄ =
[
v11 v12
v21 v22
]
is a matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of Q̄r or Q̄t. This matrix is normalized by
dividing each element by
√
v11v11 + v21v21 (not by the norm of the eigenvector)[42]. The
complex rotation matrix of each beam relative to its ray fixed coordinate system is ob-
tained by finding the inverse cosine (on the appropriate branch) of the first element of the
normalized matrix. Note that the origin of the reflected and refracted beams are taken to
be the point of incidence. The only remaining unknowns are the amplitudes of the reflected
and refracted beams.
3.4 Determination of the Amplitude of the Reflected
and Transmitted Beams
The amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted beams are found from Fresnel coefficients:
[
Ery(P0)
Erx(P0)
]
= R̄(P0)
[
Eiy(P0)
Eix(P0)
]
(3.18)
[
Ety(P0)
Etx(P0)
]
= T̄(P0)
[
Eiy(P0)
Eix(P0)
]
(3.19)
where the matrices R̄(P0) and T̄(P0) are defined as:
R̄(P0) =
[
RTE 0
0 RTM
]
(3.20)
T̄(P0) =
[
TTE 0
0 TTM
]
(3.21)
RTE =
sin(θt − θi)
sin(θt + θi)
(3.22)
RTM =
tan(θt − θi)
tan(θt + θi)
TTE =
2 cos θi sin θt
sin(θt + θi)
TTM =
2 cos θi sin θt
sin(θi + θt) cos(θi − θt)
(3.23)
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Assuming l is the distance between the origin of the incident beam and P0, and that
the electric vector of this beam is given in its ray fixed coordinate system, the following
definition are made:
E0i(P0) =
√
w0ixw0iy
√
wix(l)wiy(l)
exp(−jk1l + jηi(l)) (3.24)
Ar =
√
w0rxw0ry
√
wrx(0)wry(0)
exp(jηr(0))
At =
√
w0txw0ty
√
wtx(0)wty(0)
exp(jηt(0))
Taking the effect of the ignored η(z) term into account the following is obtained:
~Er = ~Er(0)
√
w0rxw0ry
√
wrx(zr)wry(zr)
exp{−jk1[zr +
1
2
(
x22
qrx(zr)
+
y2
2
qry(zr)
)] + jηr(zr)}
~Et = ~Et(0)
√
w0txw0ty
√
wtx(zt)wty(zt)
exp{−jk2[zt +
1
2
(
x23
qtx(zt)
+
y3
2
qty(zt)
)] + jηt(zt)}
where:
~Er(0) = (E
i
x(0)RTM x̂2 + E
i
y(0)RTE ŷ2)
E0i(P0)
Ar
~Et(0) = (E
i
x(0)TTM x̂3 + E
i
y(0)TTE ŷ3)
E0i(P0)
At
~Ei(0) = E
i
x(0)x̂1 + E
i
y(0)ŷ1
3.5 2D GBT
The FDTD used in this work is a 2D FDTD, therefore a 2D GBT is needed. The formu-
lation of the two dimensional Gaussian beam tracing can not be directly derived from the
3D case and is therefore given in Appendix C.
3.6 The Pulsed GB
It must be noted that through out this work only time harmonic GBs are considered. The
temporal form a GB can obviously be other than exp(jwt). An aperture field whose both
temporal and spatial dependency are Gaussian is an example that creates such a field in
free space. The properties of Pulsed GBs and their applications have been investigated in
the literature mainly by Felsen et. al. [43]- [51] and other groups [52]-[56]). In this work
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when a GB is needed in its time domain form it is obtained by multiplying its phasor by
exp(jwt) and taking the imaginary part and dividing by j. A sine function is used because
it is more suitable for future combination with the FDTD method. Therefore for a 2D GB
(Appendix C) the following time domain form is obtained:
E = ={exp(jωt)
√
jb
z + jb
exp(−jkz − jk
2
x2
z + jb
)}/j
(3.25)
. If the initial driving function has a Gaussian temporal dependency, it will also have a
Gaussian spectrum. Therefore the electric field can be obtained from:
E(x, z, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
F̃ (w)
√
jb
z + jb
exp(−jkz − jk
2
x2
z + jb
)dw (3.26)
Where F̃ (w) is the Fourier transform of the driving temporal pulse. If this integral is
evaluated it can be shown [55, 56] there is a coupling between the GB parameters in space
and time. The spatial variables become present in the time shape of the pulse and the
pulse width effects the phase of the spatial form. Therefore the GB does not retain its
Gaussian shape as the beam propagates in free space. If a similar GBT can be formulated
for a pulsed GB then the hybrid method can be used for spectral analysis of a photonic
system. The derivation of a pulsed GBT is part our future work.
3.7 Goos-Hanchen Shift
It is well known fact [57] that a GB incident on a dielectric interface from a denser medium
on a less dense medium, with an angle larger than the critical angle, undergoes a spatial
shift. This is due to the fact that the reflection coefficient at an incidence angle greater
than the critical angle has unit amplitude but a finite phase. A plane wave is not spatially
affected by this phase shift as the spatial extent of a plane wave is infinite. On the other
hand a spatial shift (actual shift in the position of the reflected beam) is produced by
this shift for a GB. This shift has been calculated in the literature [58]-[64] The classical
derivations are given in [58] and [60] but under the assumption that the beam waist is
much smaller than the wavelength. The calculation of the Goos-Hanchen shift is greatly
simplified in this case and closed form solutions can be obtained. In [57] it is assumed
that the phase front of the GB is flat therefore again greatly simplifying the calculation
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of the shift. A closed form expression for the shift for a simple GB (not to mention a
GAGB) with arbitrary waist does not exist. A closed form Fourier transform of a simple
GB does not exist, therefore in order to rigorously calculate the Goos-Hanchen shift the
Fourier transform has to be calculated numerically. This was performed for a number of
different launch angles and beam waists. The Fourier transform of a GB travelling at an
angle θ was calculated. If this transform is denoted by F̃ (w−w0) where w0 = k sin θ it was
observed that in retrieving the original GB through inverse Fourier transform, the main
contribution is from the neighborhood of w = k sin θ. Therefore it was concluded that the
results obtained in [57] are approximately correct. This shift has to be taken into account
in dielectric guiding structures where the field is trapped between two dielectric surfaces
due to total internal reflection. As guiding structures are not part of this research we have
not included this shift in this work, although it has been taken into account elsewhere [65].
In Fig.(3.4) the Goos-Hanchen shift between two dielectric surfaces has been qualitatively
depicted.
3.8 Numerical Examples
3.8.1 Example I
As a first example the reflected and transmitted beams from a rotated cylindrical surface
have been determined. The incident beam is an elliptical GB with waists of 5µm and
20µm. This beam hits a cylindrical lens, which is rotated about the z axis at an angle of
45 degrees. Because of this rotation, the expression of the cylindrical surface would have a
cross product term (xy) in the ray fixed coordinate system and thus is an nonorthogonal
system. The beam is therefore transformed into a general astigmatic GB. The geometry
of the problem is shown in Fig.(3.5). The parameters of the incident, transmitted and
reflected beams are shown in Tables (3.1 and 3.2).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Comparison of GBT with FDTD for a slab waveguide at z=7µm
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Figure 3.5: The geometry of the problem
Surface z = −
√
(50e− 6)2 − x2
2
− y2
2
−
√
(2)xy
w0x 5µm
w0y 20µm
z0xi -100µm
z0yi -100 µm
E0xi 1
E0yi 1
λ 1.31e-6
n1 1
n2 2.5
φ = α+ jβ 0+0j
Table 3.1: Parameters of the incident GB.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: Top XZ view of the field at (a) y=0 and (b) 10µm respectively, the units are
in microns
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7: (a),(b),(c),(d) Top XY view of the field at z=-10, 25, 40 and 80µm the units
are in microns
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w0xt .931µm
w0yt 6.457µm
z0xt −18.41µm
z0yt 103.5µm
E0xt 0.96 − j0.93
E0yt −0.96 + j0.93
φ = α + jβ 0.71 + j0.074
w0xr 4.04µm
w0yr 1.31µm
z0xr −171.9µm
z0yr 74.3µm
E0xr 1.84 − j0.47
E0yr 0
φ = α + jβ 0.69 + j0.097
Table 3.2: Transmitted and Reflected Beams’ Parameters
3.8.2 Example II
As a second example GBT was used to find the collimating effect of a hyperbolic surface of
revolution. As it can be seen in Fig.(3.9) the method correctly predicts a nearly constant
phase which is an indication of the flatness of the wavefront. The incident GB was placed
at the focal plane of the hyperbola and due to the fact that its waist was chosen to be
small, it behaves similar to a spherical wave. The equation of the hyperbola is given by
z =
n2F
n2 + 1
+ rc
√
(1 +
n2 + 1
n2 − 1
(x2 + y2)
F 2
)
where n2 is the refractive index of the lens and is assumed to be 1.435, F is the focal length
of the lens and is equal to 100mm, rc = F/(n2 + 1) and the wavelength is 2.667mm. The
waist of the beam is 4.14mm and it is placed at a distance of 95.8mm from the surface to
achieve the desired 100mm curvature at incidence.
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Figure 3.8: Phase of the field after passing through the surface.
3.8.3 Example III
As a third example, the effect of a ball lens placed in front of a GB was determined.
Ball lenses are small (usually glass) spheres used in photonic structures to collimate GBs.
GBT was used repeatedly (multiple reflections)to find the output field. The first beam
creates a reflected and transmitted beam. The transmitted beam then creates a reflected
and transmitted beam and so on. Six internal reflections were considered in this example.
More reflections are not needed due to the fact that the reflection coefficient is always
less than one and therefore the beam amplitude becomes smaller and smaller after each
reflection. The standing wave inside the ball lens due to multiple reflections as well as the
imperfect collimation of the ball lens should be noted. As mentioned before, this method
is extremely fast (it takes less than a second to analyze this structure on a P4 3 GHz).
Therefore, it can be used to optimize, for example, the position of the ball lens for optimum
collimation (see Figs.(3.10,3.11)).(The distances are given in terms of wavelength.)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9: 3D XZ and top XZ view of the field
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Figure 3.10: GB passing through a ball lens
Figure 3.11: GB propagating in free space
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3.9 Verification
In this section the results of GBT are compared with the physical optics (PO) method in
a manner similar to [66]. To apply PO to this problem (reflection and refraction of a GB
from a curved surface) the equivalent electric and magnetic sources on the surface must be
found.
~Jeq = n̂× ~H
~Meq = −n̂× ~E
where ~E and ~H are the total fields on the surface and n̂ is the outward normal (towards
the region including the incident beam). Determining these rigorously is not an easy task.
Following the method of [66] these total fields are approximated by the physical optics
fields over the surface:
~Jeq = ~JPO = n̂× ( ~Hi + ~Hr)
~Meq = ~MPO = −n̂× ( ~Ei + ~Er)
and ~Er and ~Hr are found under the assumption that the fields act locally as plane waves
and Fresnel coefficients are applicable. The fields inside S are found from the equivalent
sources:
~Jeq = − ~JPO
~Meq = − ~MPO
Radiation integrals are then used to find the fields inside and outside of S [67]. Two of
these integrals are given below and the rest of the components can be found in [67]:
EAx =
−jη
4πβ
∫∫
s
{G1Jx + (x− x′)G2[(x− x′)Jx + (y − y′)Jy + (z − z′)Jz]}e−jβRds′
EFx =
−1
4π
∫∫
s
[(z − z′)My − (y − y′)Mz]G0e−jβRds′
where:
G0 =
1 + jβR
R3
G1 =
−1 − jβR + β2R2
R3
G2 =
3 + j3βR− β2R2
R5
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Figure 3.12: The Geometry of the problem used for verification
where ds′ is the element of area of the surface over which these integrals must be evaluated.
If this surface is given in terms of (x′, y′, f(x′, y′)) then this element of area is given by:
ds′ =
√
1 + (
∂f
∂x
)2 + (
∂f
∂y
)2dx′dy′
and therefore the integrals become normal double integrals in terms of x′ and y′. It must
be noted that z′ in the above formulas has to be expressed in terms of x′, y′. As a specific
example, the oblique incidence at 30 degrees of a GB with w0x = 10µm and w0y = 5µm on
an elliptic surface was considered. The distance of the waist to the surface is 100µm and the
equation of the surface is z = 1
200λ
(x
2
1
+ y
2
2
). The geometry is shown in Fig.(3.12). Three
plots showing GBT solution to the reflection and refraction of a GB from the elliptical
surface together with PO solution (Fig.(3.13)) show that the two methods yield very close
results.
3.10 Conclusion and Summary
An extremely fast GB tracing method which can handle General Astigmatic GBs was de-
veloped in this chapter. This asymptotic method forms the basis of our proposed hybrid
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the GB tracing method with PO
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method. It can be used to model GB propagation in free space and its reflection and refrac-
tion from general curved surfaces. The medium has to be isotropic but can include losses
which can be taken into account through a complex permittivity. Conducting surfaces are
also easily analyzed using this method. No edge diffraction has been taken into account.
The method cannot be used to model periodic structures such as gratings. The spot size
of the GB at point of incidence must be at most half the radii of curvature of the surface
at that point.
Chapter 4
Gabor Expansion of the input field
4.1 Introduction
The field distribution at the input of the photonic system may not be a pure Gaussian
profile. Therefore in order to use the GB tracing method, the input fields needs to be
expanded into a number of GBs. GB expansion has been investigated and reported in the
literature, [20, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Apart from the work by Pathak et. al. [20] which is
mostly applicable to reflector antennas where the the aperture field is much smaller than
the reflector, all the remaining work mentioned above based on Gabor representation [26].
Theoretically, this method can be used to expand an arbitrary aperture field into a sum of
shifted and rotated GBs emanating from a 4 dimensional lattice (for a 2D aperture). One
of the main advantages of this method is the arbitrariness of the waist of the elementary
beams that cover the aperture. This suggests that beams having an appropriate and
compatible waist with our GB tracing method can be created from any aperture field.
Therefore, by knowing the curvature of the surface upon which the field would eventually
impinge, the waists of the beams required at the aperture plane are estimated by working
backwards from the surface towards the aperture. The theory of arbitrary beam waist in
one direction (either x or y) at the aperture plane is developed in this chapter.
4.2 One Dimensional Aperture Representation Using
Gabor Expansion
In [27] the Gabor representation [26] is used in the aperture discretization context for the
first time (1986). The field over a one dimensional aperture f(x)(giving rise to a 2D field) is
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expanded as a double sum of spatially and spectrally shifted elementary functions (window
functions):
f(x) =
∑
m
∑
n
Amnw(x−mLx) exp(jnβxx), βxLx = 2π (4.1)
and in Fourier domain,
f̃(kx) =
∑
m
∑
n
Amnw̃(kx − nβx) exp(−jmLxkx) (4.2)
From this point onwards, the functions with a tilde will represent the Fourier transformed
function. Although, theoretically, the window can be any finite energy function, here only
the Gaussian window is considered:
w(x) = (
√
2
Lx
) exp[−π(x/Lx)2],
∫ ∞
−∞
|w(x)|2dx = 1
w̃(kx) = (
√
2Lx)
1/2 exp[−π(kx/βx)2] (4.3)
This type of non-orthogonal transform was introduced by Gabor in 1946; however, it has
had limited use due to the difficulty of calculation of the coefficients and the uncertainty
regarding completeness issues. In 1980-1981 Bastian and Jansen showed the completeness
of the representation and offered relatively easy ways for calculating the coefficients [68,
69, 70, 71]. It can be shown that the coefficients of these series can be calculated from:
Amn =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x)γ∗(x−mLx) exp[−jnβxx]dx
=
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
f̃(kx)γ̃(kx − nβx) exp(imLxkx)dkx
The asterix represents complex conjugate and γ is the so called biorthogonal function given
by the condition:
∫ ∞
−∞
w(x)γ∗(x−mLx) exp[−jnβxx]dx = δmδn, δm = 1 for only m = 0
It can be shown [71] that for a Gaussian function, γ can be found from:
γ(x) = γ0(x)
∑
l≥l0
(−1)l exp[−π(l + 1
2
)2]
γ0(x) =
1
√√
2Lx
(
K0
π
)−3/2 expπ[(
x
Lx
)2]
l0 = (x/Lx) − 1/2, K0 = 1.85407
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Figure 4.1: Normalized γ(x/Lx)
A plot of the normalized gamma function is given in Fig.(4.1). Assuming that at z = 0 an
aperture whose electric field is given by E(x, 0) = ŷf(x), Eqn.(4.1) is substituted in the
plane wave spectrum (Kirchhoff) integral:
E(x, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
f̃(kx) exp[j(kxx+ kzz)]dkx, kz =
√
k20 − k2x, <[kz] > 0,=[kz] < 0
(4.4)
f̃(kx) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) exp(−jkxx)dx
It can be shown that by making the transformation:
[
x−mLx z
]
=
[
cosφn sinφn
− sinφn cosφn
][
xt
zt
]
(4.5)
where sinφn = nβx/k = nλ/L and evaluating this integral using asymptotic techniques in
the paraxial regime the following is obtained (the asymptotic technique is elaborated in
Section(4.4):
E(x, z) =
∑
m
∑
n
AmnBmn(x, z) (4.6)
Bmn = (2
1/2/L)1/2
√
jan/(zt + jan) exp[−jk(zt + x2t/2(zt + jan)] (4.7)
Therefore it is observed that the field of aperture has been discretized as a sum of shifted
and rotated beams emanating from a 2D lattice. The subscripts “n” represent the rotated
beams and subscript “m” represent the shift.
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Figure 4.2: The 2D Aperture distribution
4.3 Gabor Representation for the 3D Case
Maciel and Felsen [29, 30] extended this method to the 2D apertures for the special case
that the beam waists are much smaller than the dimensions of the aperture. In this method,
which is an extension of what was said above, the input 2D field is represented by a four
dimensional sum of narrow waisted Gaussian functions [28]. Given the the 2D aperture
field shown in Fig.(4.2) the two conventional methods for finding the radiated field are:
1)using spectral domain or expanding the aperture field as an integral over plane waves, 2)
using Green’s function method or considering the aperture as a sum of point sources each
giving rise to the shifted free space Green’s function. It is clear that in terms of spatial
and spectral distribution these two approaches are the two extreme cases; one having
infinite spatial distribution and the other having impulse spatial distribution. These two
formulations are given in Eqns.(4.8,4.9). The spectral domain formulation is given by [29]:
F(x, y, z) =
j
(2π)2
∫∫ ∞
−∞
1
kz
ẑ × f̃(kx, ky) × exp(jk.r)dkxdky (4.8)
f̃(kx, ky) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y) × exp[−j(kxx+ kyy)]dxdy
kz(kx, ky) =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y, <[kz] ≤ 0,=[kz] ≥ 0
k = kxx̂ + kyŷ + kzẑ, r = xx̂ + yŷ + zẑ
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where F(x, y, z) is the electric vector potential defined by ~∇ × F = E. Green’s function
approach obtains:
F(x, y, z) = 2
∫∫ ∞
−∞
ẑ × f(x′, y′) ×G(|r − r′|)dx′dy′ (4.9)
G(|r − r′|) = exp(−jkR)/4πR, R = |r − r′|
Where G(|r − r′|) is the free space Green’s function. As was mentioned in the previous
section Gabor representation uses an intermediate formulation. Instead of the two double
integrals in the previous two formulations this formulation involves quadruple discrete sum
of spatial shifted and rotated elementary functions [27, 29]:
f(x, y) =
∑
m
∑
n
∑
p
∑
q
Amnpqw(x−mLx, y − pLy)×
exp[j(nβxx+ qβyy)]
f̃(x, y) =
∑
m
∑
n
∑
p
∑
q
Amnpqw̃(kx − nβx, ky − qβy)×
exp[j(mLxkx + pLyky)]
With the self consistency equations:
βxLx = βyLy = 2π
Maciel and Felsen showed that for a Gaussian window function:
w(x, y) = (
2
LxLy
)
1
2 exp{−π[( x
Lx
)2 + (
y
Ly
)2]}
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the coefficients can be found from:
Amnpq =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y)γ∗(x−mLx, y − pLy)×
exp[−j(nβxx+ qβyy)]dxdy
γ(x, y) = γ0(x, y)
∑
l≥l0
(−1)l exp[−π(l + 1
2
)2]×
∑
g≥g0
(−1)g exp[−π(g + 1
2
)2]
γ0(x, y) =
1
√
2LxLy
(
π
K0
)3 exp{π[( x
Lx
)2 + (
y
Ly
)2]}
l0 = (x/Lx) − 1/2, g0 = (y/Ly) − 1/2, K0 = 1.85407
Maciel and Felsen found that for narrow waisted beams (meaning beams whose waists
are much smaller than the aperture dimensions), there is no need to calculate the above
integrals. They showed that in this case only shifted beams are important (n, q = 0) and
therefore the quadruple sum becomes a double sum:
F(x, y, z) =
∑
m
∑
p
ẑ × AmpBmp(x, y, z)
Bmp(x, y, z) ∼
√
2L
2π(z + jb)
×
exp{−jk[z + (x−mL)
2 + (y − pL)2
z + jb
]}
where b = L2/λ. The coefficients Amp can be estimated as the samples of the aperture
field:
Amp ∼ L/
√
2f(mL, pL)
So a number of shifted narrow waisted stigmatic GBs with equal waists with no angular
rotation are launched from the aperture plane.
4.4 Beam Field Representations 2D and 3D
In order to find the beam field representation of the Gabor expansion for the 2D case
substituting Eqn.(4.2) into Eqn.4.5 and using the Gaussian elementary function Eqn.(4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Shifted and rotated coordinate system for elementary beam fields
yields (C is constant than can be used to calibrate the field representation):
Bmn(x, z) = C
∫ +∞
−∞
exp{−π[(kx − nβx)/βx]2} exp{j[kx(x−mLx) + z
√
k20 − k2x]}dkx
(4.10)
In the far zone of the beam field propagators the steepest descent method can be used to
evaluate the above integral [72]. The saddle point condition:
dψ(kx)
dkx
= 0 (4.11)
where
ψ(kx) = kx sin θ +
√
k20 − k2x cos θ + j
π
ρt
(
kx − nβx
βx
)2 (4.12)
and θ = φ+ φn, yields the explicit form:
(x−mLx) −
kx
√
k20 − k2x
z + jπ
L2x
λ
(kx − nβx) = 0 (4.13)
Alternatively [27] this integral can be found by converting it to polar coordinates:
kx = k0 sinα
According to [27] the following is obtained:
α = φn +
xt
zt + jan
+ higher order terms (4.14)
an = L
2
x cosφ
2
n/λ
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Where xt, zt and φn are shown in Fig.(4.3). Here it is shown that Eqn.(4.14) and Eqn.(4.13)
are identical under paraxial approximation. First the coordinate system is transformed to
the ray fixed coordinate system (xt, zt). After straightforward algebra, this transformation
yields:
zt sin(α− φn) −
jL2x
λ
(sinα− sinφn). cosα− xt cos(α− φn) (4.15)
If it is assumed that b is an unknown parameter proportional to the waist of a beam; in the
paraxial regime of this beam the relation x2t  z2t + b2 holds. Therefore a parameter ε =
xt
zt+jb
is defined whose smallness defines the paraxial approximation. Using a perturbation
expansion
α = α0 + α1ε+ higher order terms (4.16)
and substituting in Eqn.(4.15) results in the following:
α = φn +
xt
zt + jb
+ higher order terms (4.17)
b = L2x cosφ
2
n/λ
Therefore the equivalence of the two representations is obtained. The beam emanating
from (mLx, 0) launched at an angle φn according to [27] can be obtained from what was
derived above as a GB of the form:
Bmn(x, z) = C1
√
jan
zt + jan
exp[−jk0(zt +
1
2
x2t
zt + jan
)] (4.18)
where C1 is a constant dependent on Lx.
For the 3D case according to [30], the saddle point conditions are two coupled equations
containing kx and ky. Obtaining a very general form of solution in terms of beams ema-
nating from a 2D lattice at arbitrary angles (θn, φn) with respect to the z axis is extremely
difficult. Nevertheless a method is proposed in this work that extends the narrow waisted
approximations derived by Felsen et. al. Here two cases are considered:
1. Beams having narrow waists in the y direction leading to q = 0 but no restriction on
the beam waist in the x direction n 6= 0. This leads to astigmatic beams emanating
from shifted positions m, p and launched at an angle φn in planes parallel to x − z
plane.
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2. Beams having narrow waist in x direction leading to n = 0 but no restriction on the
beam waist in y direction q 6= 0. This leads to astigmatic beams emanating from
shifted positions m, p and launched at an angle θn with in planes parallel to y − z
plane.
In the 3D case the integral form of the beam representation (for Gaussian window functions)
becomes [30]:
Bmnpq =
∫ +∞
−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
g(kx, ky) exp[jrmnpqψmnpq(kx, ky)]dkxdky (4.19)
g(kx, ky) =
j
√
2LxLy
(2π)2kz
kz =
√
k20 − k2x − k2y
Where r is amplitude of the position vector and ψ is the complex phase given in [29, 30].
Therefore the saddle point conditions , ∂ψ
∂kx
= 0 and ∂ψ
∂ky
= 0 become:
(x−mLx) −
kxz
kz
+
jL2x
2π
(kx − nβx) = 0 (4.20)
(y −mLy) −
kyz
kz
+
jL2y
2π
(ky − qβy) = 0 (4.21)
Now if it is assumed that q = 0 so the beams are narrow waisted in the y direction then
kz '
√
k20 − k2x and Eqn.(4.21) becomes identical to Eqn.(4.13). This suggests that the
beam field has the following form:
Bmnp = C(Lx, Ly)
√
jan
zt + jan
exp[−jk0(zt +
1
2
x2t
zt + jan
)]
×
√
jLy
zt + jL2y/λ
exp[
1
2
y2
z + jL2y/λ
)] (4.22)
This is an astigmatic GB which is narrow waisted in y direction. The same can be said
for Bmnp. The fact that such an expansion is complete in reproducing the aperture field is
obvious. Its properties and strengths in predicting the Fresnel zone and farfield of arbitrary
aperture fields is part of our future work.
4.5 Properties of Gabor Expansion
The important properties of Gabor expansion are listed below. Only the 2D case is men-
tioned but all the properties apply equally well to the 3D case:
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Figure 4.4: Rotated beams in x− z and y − z planes
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1. The Gabor expansion is complete [27].
2. If the shift parameter Lx is large relative to the size of the aperture which also means
that the resultant beams have large waists the amplitude of the expansion coefficients
fall off rapidly with increasing m. This means that only a few shifted beams need to
be included in the beam expansion. From each shifted position many rotated beams
are launched ( n is large). This is called the “matched” case. If Lx goes to infinity it
can be shown that the summation becomes the usual plane wave expansion integral.
3. If the shift parameter Lx is small relative to the size of the aperture which also
means that the resultant beams have narrow waists the amplitude of the expansion
coefficients fall off rapidly with increasing n. This means that only a few rotated
beams need to be included in the beam expansion. From each shifted position only a
few rotated beams are launch ( n is small). This is called the “narrow waist” case. In
the limit as Lx goes to zero it can be shown that the summation becomes the Green
function integral therefore the beams act like point sources.
4. The launch angle of the beams are given by sinφn = nβx/k = nλ/Lx. Therefore
if nβx/k > 1 the beams become evanescent. In this work as GBT uses GBs only
non-evanescent beams are considered.
4.6 Results and Numerical Simulation
4.6.1 Airy Disk
The problem of a circular aperture with constant amplitude and phase in front of a thin lens
(intersection of two spheres with radius of 100mm and separation of 0.5mm) and also two
types of thick lenses are considered in this section. The aperture radius is 1.65mm and the
lenses are assumed to be adjacent to the aperture. The wavelength is assumed to be 633nm
The aperture field is expanded in terms of narrow waisted GBs (Fig.4.5). As the re-
sults show there is a very good agreement between the Airy function and our results in
case of the thin lens. The focal point of the lens was found by maximizing the amplitude
of the field (it was observed that this condition was coincident with the stationary phase
condition). The focal point found is very close to the prediction of the lens designer’s
formula (1/f = (n − 1)2/R), where f is the focal distance and R is the radius of each
face). The aperture field, field of the aperture with no lens and field of the aperture placed
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(a) Expansion into GBs (b) Field at the aperture plane
Figure 4.5: The pulsed aperture decomposed into GB’s and the field at the aperture plane
Figure 4.6: Comparison of the Airy function with GBT for a thin lens
in front of a thin lens are shown in Figs(4.6,4.7). It should be noted that after the coef-
ficients of the aperture expansion are found (which takes less than 1min on a P4 PC for
this particular case) for any arbitrary position of lens (any angle, any offset from optical
axis and any distance from the aperture plane), the calculation of the field take less than
a second for any point in space. Note that although more than 300 beams are launched,
the time required to calculate the field is still very small (less than 1 min on a P4 3GHz
machine). As it can be seen in Fig.(4.8), the method can equally well handle the case of a
thick lens placed in front of the same aperture.
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Figure 4.7: 3D plot of the field at the focal plane
(a) Comparison of Airy function with
GBT
(b) Geometry of the thick lens
Figure 4.8: Thick lens
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4.6.2 Thick High Numerical Aperture Lens
As a second example again the combination of GBT and Gabor expansion was used to find
the propagation of a truncated Gaussian profile through a very high numerical aperture
lens. As before due to the fact that the aperture is large in terms of wavelength (size of
aperture and wavelength is the same as the above problem) the coefficients of the Gabor
expansion can be easily obtained by sampling the aperture field. The geometry and the
results are shown in Figs.(4.9,4.10,4.11,4.12).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: |Ex| and top |Ex| at the focal point z = 8.73mm
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: |Ez| and top |Ez| at the focal point z = 8.73mm
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.12: |Ey| and top |Ey| at the focal point z = 8.73mm
Chapter 5
Hybridization with Finite Difference
Time Domain Method
5.1 Objectives
The hybridization of GB expansion/tracing methods with Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) method forms the final stage of this research. This hybridization is essential
because a typical photonic system may contain structures that cannot be analyzed using the
combination of GB expansion and GB tracing methods discussed in the previous chapters.
For example, the diffraction phenomena caused by very fine features of a structure, such
as lenses with very small radii of curvature (in the order of wavelength) or diffraction by
finite dielectric gratings with groove depths of the order of wavelength can not be handled
by GBT and Gabor expansion alone. Special material such as left handed material or
anisotropic material can not be handled accurately using GBT either. In these cases the
scattering and diffraction effects are simulated by surrounding such structures with a virtual
box in order to isolate them from the rest of the problem. The aperture launched GBs are
then traced throughout the problem space ignoring the effect of the scatterer (the structure
and its box). The fields over the planes (or the surface) of the virtual box are then found.
Note that the fields must be found as functions of time and therefore beams reaching the
same point on the surface from different paths will have different phases. The fields on
these surfaces are then expanded using the Gabor expansion and the resulting set of GBs
are launched inside the FDTD lattice. This approach has been used due to the fact that
analytical form of a GB is utilized in the FDTD formulation and there is no need for time
tracking. FDTD is then used to simulate the scattering (reflection or transmission) effect
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Virtual boxes
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Grating
Figure 5.1: The structures that are analyzed by FDTD are surrounded by virtual boxes
of the box. These fields will then be added to the traced GBs. This hybrid scheme is a very
powerful tool in the analysis and design of complex photonic structures Fig.(5.1). Using
this method systems with sizes of hundreds of thousands of wavelengths can be designed
and analyzed. The free space propagation and transmission through large structures are
handled by the combination of Gabor expansion and GBT. The finer features are modelled
by FDTD. Different combinations of the different components of the method can be used
to analyze very complex structures.
As part of this research a number of commercially available software were used to evaluate
their capabilities. To the best of the author’s knowledge the most popular commercial
FDTD software available are:
1. RSOFT’s FULLWAVE: This is most popular commercial FDTD software designed
specifically for optical structures. The latest version is available in the form of a
simulation module that is added to the vendor’s BPM software BeamProp. Although
the vendor claims that the software can handle 3D structures with arbitrary incident
fields, the performed tests proved that even a simple 2D tilted GB is not modelled
correctly.
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2. XFDTD: This software is a 3D simulator software that uses a so called quasi-2D
method for solving 2D problems which is not very convenient. Furthermore the GB
launching method is bi-directional, making it unsuitable for scattering problems.
3. EMPIRE: This software is also designed for microwave structures. The producers of
the software claim that they are incorporating GB incident fields and also periodic
boundary conditions for the software. The current version does not support any of
these features.
4. CST: MAFIA and Microwave Studio: These programs are specifically designed for
modelling of microwave structures. They do not have the capability of simulating ar-
bitrary incident waveforms on the surface surrounding a typical structure. Therefore,
they can not be used in conjunction with GB expansion/tracing methods.
It was concluded that virtually none of the available commercial software (at least those
available to our group) can be effectively used as part of the hybrid method; therefore a
version of this method had to be implemented.
This chapter and the next chapter of this thesis deal with 2D problems but as the only part
which is 2D is the FDTD an implementation of a 3D FDTD is part of the future phase of
this research. The basic requirements of the FDTD scheme needed for the hybrid method
are as follows:
1. Possessing accurate truncation boundary conditions with a very low reflection coef-
ficient ( Perfectly match layer (PML) boundary condition was used).
2. Accurate modelling of the incident field ( total field / scattered field TF/SF formu-
lation was used).
3. Accurate modelling of GBs launched at arbitrary angles.
4. Ability to launch many GBs simultaneously.
5. A highly accurate near field to far field transformation method.
6. Accurate link with Gabor expansion.
5.2 Introduction to the FDTD
With the ever increasing speed and computational power of today’s computers, problems
that were once too expensive to be solved using numerical methods are becoming viable.
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Figure 5.2: The Yee Mesh
The FDTD method was first used by Yee [32] for 2D electromagnetic problems and was
then extended to 3D by Taflove and Brodwin [33].
This method is based on the time domain form of Maxwell’s curl equations:
~∇× ~E = −µ∂H
∂t
~∇× ~H = ε∂E
∂t
+ σ~E (5.1)
These equations are discretized using a central difference scheme which attains a second
order accuracy in both time and space. The divergence equations can be used for checking
the validity of the predictions made by the curl equations. The FDTD method can be
used to model the propagation of electromagnetic fields in a volume of space containing
the structures of interest. The propagation procedure for the Cartesian coordinate system
was originally developed by Yee in 1966 [32]. The problem space or the volume of interest
is discretized into a number of cells. It can be shown that the mesh containing the values of
the components of the electric field and the mesh containing the magnetic field components
are staggered in space. Such a staggered lattice is called Yee’s lattice Fig.(5.2). The
coupled set of Maxwell’s partial differential equations are then solved using the leap-frog
method (time marching) [37]. The electric field and the magnetic field components are
then updated at alternate half time steps (See section(5.4)). It is interesting to note that
there is no need for any matrix inversion of any kind for this method. The field components
are repeatedly updated as the method simulates the propagation of the electromagnetic
wave in the volume of interest. The result is a set of complete field components in the
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problem space. The advantages of the FDTD method are its simplicity and versatility.
Because the computational scheme is both local and time-explicit, the complete interaction
between the fields and the structures under consideration are found section by section and
at any given time. The fact that the solution procedure is local, eliminates the need to
find the simultaneous solution to the entire problem. Furthermore, the curl equations
generate the internal boundary conditions (internal to the volume under consideration).
The above mentioned features allow the natural implementation of FDTD on parallel
processor computers, which can greatly enhance the speed of this method.
5.3 Formulation of 2D FDTD
Although FDTD is a major part of this research, the method itself is not a new contribution.
Therefore the basics of this formulation is presented at a high level . Referring to Eqn.(5.1)
the fields are normalized according to the following equations:
~E = √µ0 E
~H = √ε0 H
This normalization causes the magnitudes of E and H to be of the same order, and there-
fore, truncation and round off errors will be reduced [37]. If ∆x and ∆z are the size of
the cells in x and z directions and ∆t is the size of the temporal increment by writing a
central difference scheme for both time and space the following is obtained (it is assumed
that∆x = ∆z = ∆):
En+1/2y (i, j) = E
n−1/2
y (i, j) + c
∆t
∆
[Hnx (i, j + 1/2) −Hnx (i, j − 1/2)
−Hnz (i+ 1/2, j) +Hnz (i− 1/2, j)] (5.2)
Hn+1/2x (i, j) = H
n−1/2
x (i, j) + c
∆t
∆
[Eny (i, j + 1/2) − Eny (i, j − 1/2)] (5.3)
Hn+1/2z (i, j) = H
n−1/2
z (i, j) + c
∆t
∆
[−Eny (i+ 1/2, j) + Eny (i− 1/2, j)] (5.4)
It is assumed that i, j, n = i∆x, j∆z, n∆t. The above formulation is valid for free space.
Nevertheless material properties can be incorporated in these equations to allow modelling
of many real physical cases. For example assuming that the medium under consideration
is filled with a nonhomogeneous material with variable ε and σ the above equations have
to be altered in the following form to incorporate the nonhomogeneity (only the update
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equation for Ey is given):
En+1/2y (i, j) = Ca(m)E
n−1/2
y (i, j) + Cb(m)[H
n
x (i, j + 1/2) −Hnx (i, j − 1/2)]
where m = MEDIAEy(i,j) and MEDIA(i,j) is an integer array defined for each set of field
components (e.g. here Ey). This array enables the proper coefficients to be used at any
point of the FDTD lattice. Ca and Cb are defined as follows:
Ca(m) = [1 −
σi,j∆t
2εi,j
]/[1 +
σi,j∆t
2εi,j
] (5.5)
Cb(m) = [
∆t
εi,j∆
]/[1 +
σi,j∆t
2εi,j
] (5.6)
In terms of the classes of material the capabilities of the implemented FDTD can be
summarized as follows:
1. Perfect conductors.
2. Conductors with finite conductivities.
3. Normal dielectric material.
4. Dielectric with negative refractive index or left handed material [73]
5. Anisotropic material.
6. Inhomogeneous material with variable ε and µ.
5.4 Leap Frog Method (Time Marching)
The time marching procedure can be explained as follows: Assuming that the field compo-
nents are known prior to some instant of time t <= n, the components of H at t = n+1/2
can be evaluated by updating its values at t = n − 1/2 by using ∂H
∂t
at t = n. Since ∂H
∂t
is related to ~∇ × E, its values at t = n can be found from the values of E (in adjacent
cells) at t = n, Eqn.(5.4). Knowing the value of H at t = n+ 1/2 the components of E at
t = n + 1 are readily found from Eqn.(5.4), Fig.(5.3). This procedure can continue until
any desired time Fig(5.3).
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Figure 5.3: The Time Marching Procedure
5.5 Stability Criteria
It can be shown that a FDTD scheme will remain stable, in the sense that the field values
will remain finite as the time marching procedure continues if the following criteria is
satisfied:
v∆t ≤ [ 1
∆x2
+
1
∆z2
]−1/2 (5.7)
where v is the maximum speed of light in the medium. This is called the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. This criteria has a simple physical interpretation. When
the CFL condition is satisfied, the FDTD grid (mesh) is causally connected, meaning that
the speed of light limits the rate at which information is transformed across the mesh.
5.6 Numerical Dispersion
The satisfaction of the CFL condition guaranties that the fields will remain bounded. In
free space or any non-dispersive media, plane waves travel at the same speed. It can be
shown that this is not the case for an FDTD mesh. To demonstrate this phenomena,
consider a one dimensional wave propagating in x direction . The wave equation and its
discretized form in such media are give by:
1
c2
∂2E
∂t2
=
∂2E
∂x2
En+1(i) − 2En(i) + En−1(i)
c∆t2
=
En(i+ 1) − 2En(i) + En(i− 1)
∆x2
(5.8)
Assume that a plane wave in such a media is given by
En(i) = ej(wn∆t−ki∆x) (5.9)
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w is the angular frequency (rad/sec), and k is the wave number. In free space where
k = w/c. If Eqn.(5.9) is substituted in Eqn.(5.8) the following is obtained :
1
(c∆t)2
sin2(
w
c
c∆t
2
) =
1
∆x2
sin2(
k∆x
2
) (5.10)
It can be observed that if w∆t→ 0 and k∆x→ 0 the relationship (w/c)2 = k2 is obtained.
Furthermore, if c∆t = ∆x the same relationship between k and w is obtained. In all
other cases it is observed that waves at different frequencies travel at different speeds.
Therefore, the FDTD mesh acts as a dispersive medium. Furthermore it can be shown
that unfortunately, more stable schemes (according to the CFL condition) lead to more
dispersive meshes.
5.6.1 Truncation Boundary Condition
In order to use the FDTD method to solve open or semi-open regions, theoretically the
whole space needs to be discretized. This is obviously not possible. Therefore the FDTD
mesh must be truncated by some method. This leads to the concept of truncating boundary
conditions. In this work the perfectly match layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition
is used. Applying such a boundary condition to a problem is a mechanism that ideally
permits the electromagnetic fields to be absorbed by the walls where the PML is placed
and therefore no reflection or distortion occur. There are many problems associated with
absorbing boundary conditions and the subject has been an area of extensive research. For
a detailed discussion of the PML refer to [33]
5.7 Modelling of Incident Field
In order to model an incident field on a wall of the virtual box, the following 2D case
[33] Fig.(5.4) is used. The area around the structure under consideration is divided into
two regions: total field region and scattered field region. According to field equivalence
concepts, if a closed surface containing a scatterer is surrounded by the equivalent currents
produced by the incident fields, Js = n̂ × Hinc and Ms = −n̂ × Einc and these currents
radiate in the presence of the scatterer, they produce the scattered field outside the surface.
Inside the surface the total field is produced [57]. Therefore if Einc is known on the incident
plane, inside the surface the total fields are given by:
Etot = Einc + Escat
Htot = Hinc + Hscat (5.11)
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(The subscripts stand for total, incident and scattered respectively), and outside the surface
Escat and Hscat exist only. If the discretized form (2D) of the equation of Ez for a point
inside the total field region is written, according to Fig.(5.4) the following is obtained
(assuming ∆x = ∆z = ∆):
En+1y,tot(i, j) = E
n
y,tot + c
∆t
∆
[H
n+1/2
x,tot (i, j + 1/2) −Hn+1/2x,scat (i, j − 1/2)
−Hn+1/2z,tot (i+ 1/2, j) +Hn+1/2z,tot (i− 1/2, j)] (5.12)
but this result is wrong (or more precisely inconsistent) due to the fact that in order to
find the value of Ey in the total field region the value of Hx in the scattered field region is
used. Therefore the incident Hx is added to Ey :
En+1y,tot(i, j) = E
n
y,tot + c
∆t
∆
[H
n+1/2
x,tot (i, j + 1/2) −Hn+1/2x,scat (i, j − 1/2) −Hn+1/2x,inc (i, j − 1/2)
−Hn+1/2z,tot (i+ 1/2, j) +Hn+1/2z,tot (i− 1/2, j)] (5.13)
The same concept has to be applied to the other field components. The above equation
can be implemented in the following way: Ey is updated in the normal manner and then
the incident Hx is added to it. One might assume that by having a very good absorbing
boundary condition one does not need the TF/SF formulation. This is not true due to the
fact that when we are simulating scattering problems the scattered field might be much
smaller than the incident field. If the incident field is present at the point of observation,
the scattered field may become similar to a noise added to that field. The TF/SF act
as a numerical filter that filters the input signal from reaching the output. Although the
literature on this formulation is quite rich [33, 74] the simple implementation used in this
work is adequately accurate to serve our purposes. In Figs.(5.5 and 5.6) a plane wave
propagating in the total field region of an FDTD lattice is shown. Note that in order to
obtain such a plane wave, the TF/SF formulation needs to be applied to all four walls of
the box. This is due to the fact that if TF/SF is applied to the left wall alone, then that
wall would act as a uniformly (but phased) aperture that is radiating in free space and
therefore it does not remain a plane wave. Taflov [33] has used a look up table scheme to
accelerate this process. Another problem arises when the TF/SF region extends into the
PML. Taflove et al. [74] have come up with a new formulation for TF/SF that allows such
extension but this affects the simplicity of the method. Any other field can be propagated
through an FDTD lattice using the TF/SF formulation. A GB is one excellent choice.
Other choices may include guided modes of slab waveguides, phased raised cosine fields
etc. The only problem is that both the electric field and magnetic field of the source in
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Figure 5.4: Modelling Scattered Field
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Figure 5.5: Plane Wave propagating at 45 degrees
a plane one cell before the TF/SF region need to be known. In case of a GB this field is
known. In other cases a plane wave approximation can be used to find the magnetic field,
i.e. it is assumed that the propagation from one cell to the adjacent cell is similar to plane
wave and the magnetic field is obtained using simple plane wave formulas. Fig.(5.7) is a
snap shot of a plane wave that is scattered by a rectangular piece of left handed material.
This figure provides a qualitative understanding of how the TF/SF formulation yields only
the scattered field in the SF region and the total field in the TF region.
5.8 Hybridization
In order to hybridize the GB Expansion/Tracing methods with FDTD, a virtual box must
be drawn around the structure to be analyzed. GBs which have been traced through the
system eventually impinge on this virtual box. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
the GBs impinge on only one of the surfaces of the virtual box. These beams are originally
in time-harmonic form. Therefore the amplitude and phase of the the field are known on
one of the boundaries of the TF/SF region. At this boundary, if the exact form of each GB
is known then the problem is somewhat simplified; otherwise, using Gabor expansion, the
field has to be expanded to a sum of GB emanating from different points of the boundary
and travelling in different real directions. These spatially shifted and tilted GBs will then
form the incident field to the 2D FDTD lattice. These beams must be propagated through
the virtual box. Once the scattered field (which can be either the reflected field or the
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Figure 5.6: Plane Wave propagating at 45 degrees
Figure 5.7: Plane Wave propagating at 45 degrees
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transmitted field) is found, it has to be expanded in terms of GBs, again using the Gabor
expansion. If the amplitude and/or phase variation of the field is too high relative to the
wavelength over an extended aperture the field needs to be propagated a distance away
(from the TF/SF region) using a near field to farfield and then expanded using Gabor
expansion. The Gabor expanded GBs can then be propagated using GBT. It is clear that
by using such a hybrid method, problems that are extremely large in terms of wavelength
(hundreds of thousands or even larger) can be analyzed. The application of this method
has been demonstrated for the 2D case but conceptually, the extension to 3D is trivial.
We already have formulated the 3D GBT and 3D Gabor expansion; the only component
missing is an accurate 3D FDTD. A number of applications of the method is demonstrated
in the next chapter. Many of these problems can not be accurately solved by any single
method. One of the other main merits of this method is that any of the components of the
hybrid method can be made more accurate without affecting the other components. For
example, if the existing FDTD is replaced with a highly optimized FDTD which runs on a
parallel machine, the hybrid scheme can still be used without needing to change anything
else. In terms of speed the only time consuming component of the method is obviously the
FDTD. This time can always be shortened by reducing the size of the FDTD lattice and
including a larger portion of the problem into the GBT/Gabor components.
5.9 GB Incidence
As mentioned above an FDTD method is needed that can accurately model the propagation
of spatially shifted, tilted GB. In this work the TF/SF formulation has been used.
5.9.1 Field of Spatially Shifted Tilted GB at the Interface of the
TF/SF Region
Referring to Fig.(5.8) and the analytic formulation of a 2D GB (Appendix C) the coordinate
system of the shifted and tilted GB (xt, zt) to the problem’s main coordinate system (x, z)
as can be related as follows:
zt = (x− h) sin θ + z cos θ
xt = (x− h) cos θ − z sin θ
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Figure 5.8: Coordinate system for a spatially shifted, tilted GB
z = 0 at the interface of the TF/SF region therefore:
zt = (x− h) sin θ
xt = (x− h) cos θ
If the above equations are substituted in the analytic formula for a 2D GB, the following
is obtained:
E(x,0) = E0yŷ
√
jb
(x− h) sin θ + jb exp{−jk(x− h) sin θ −
jk
2
[(x− h) cos θ]2
(x− h) sin θ + jb} (5.14)
The above formula forms the incident electric field.
5.9.2 Magnetic Field of a GB
It was shown in [41] in a very simplified manner that the magnetic field of a GB is also
GB and that the electric field, magnetic field and the direction of propagation form a right
handed system and the ratio of |E|/|H| is η the impedance of free space as long as the
problem remains in the paraxial regime. It was shown that although the magnetic field
may posses a component in the direction of propagation, the magnitude of this component
is extremely small in the paraxial regime and it is therefore neglected.
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5.9.3 GBs and the TF/SF Formulation
One of the main advantages of a GB when used in the TF/SF formulation is that the
correction term can be added/subtracted on only one of the walls of the TF/SF region. This
is due to the fact that if a launched GB is assumed to be a physical field emanating from
a finite aperture, as long as the aperture is larger than the waist of the GB, the aperture
radiated field will be a physical GB. This is of course due to the exponential nature of the
field in planes perpendicular to the direction of propagation. As was mentioned above,
this is not true for a plane wave. In order to implement the TF/SF formulation for a GB,
Ey and Hx are updated normally and then Hxinc is added to the updated Ey and Eyinc is
subtracted from the updated Hx, where Hxinc and Eyinc are represented by:
Eyinc = ={exp(jωt)
√
jb
(x− h) sin θ + jb exp{−jk(x− h) sin θ −
jk
2
[(x− h) cos θ]2
(x− h) sin θ + jb}}/j
Hxinc = ={exp(jωt) cos θ
√
jb
(x− h) sin θ + jb exp{−jk(x− h) sin θ −
jk
2
[(x− h) cos θ]2
(x− h) sin θ + jb}}/j
Here it is assumed that the driving source of the problem is sin(ωt). Numerous numerical
experiments were performed with beams launched at different angles. The performance
of both the implemented PML and TF/SF formulation was tested at different angles. It
was concluded that if the angle of incidence is less than 75 degrees both the PML and
TF/SF formulation obtain very good results. In the worst case where the launch angle
is 90 degrees the TF/SF formulation fails completely and therefore this angle must be
avoided. In Figs.(5.9,5.10,5.11) snapshots of the propagated GBs at 18, 45 and 90 degrees
in free space are shown. The waist of the beam is 2λ and 25 points per λ is used for
the FDTD lattice. In Fig.5.12 a GB is launched at 45 degrees and the field in a plane
perpendicular to the z axis is compared with the analytical formula of a GB at 4λ away
from the source. The effect of the PML at the far right hand side of the plot should be
noted. The field dies off perfectly after entering the PML which was set to 50 cells (2λ).
In Fig.(5.13) a GB is launched at 60 degrees and the field in a plane perpendicular to the
z axis is compared with the analytical formula of a GB at 3λ away from the source.
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Figure 5.9: GB propagating at 18 degrees
Figure 5.10: GB propagating at 45 degrees
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Figure 5.11: GB propagating at 90 degrees
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Figure 5.12: GB - FDTD comparison 45 degrees propagation
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Figure 5.13: GB - FDTD comparison 60 degrees propagation
5.10 Combination of the FDTD Method with Gabor
Expansion
In this section the hybridization of the FDTD method with the Gabor expansion is ex-
plained. This hybridization has two forms: The first at the input and the second at the
output.
5.10.1 Combination of Gabor Expansion with FDTD at the In-
put
Here the incident field at the incident plane (which is formed by propagation of certain
beams inside the photonic structure under consideration using GBT) is expanded using the
Gabor expansion. Therefore at the input a number of spatially shifted and rotated GBs
are obtained. These beams are launched inside the FDTD lattice all at once (Fig.(5.14)).
At any time step a loop adds the contribution from each field and the routine finds the
resultant Eyinc and Hxinc . A test was performed where the matched case was used to
propagate a phase cosine field inside the FDTD lattice. The length of the aperture is
4λ in the matched case and the L parameter of the Gabor expansion was chosen to be
L = 5.8λ so that each beam has a waist that is larger than the aperture itself. The reason
a non-integer value for the L parameter was chosen is that if L is an integer then the
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Figure 5.14: Gabor expanded fields launched inside a FDTD lattice
non-evanescent fields have launch angles equal to:
arcsin(
nλ
L
)
by changing n a non-evanescent beam will be produced that travels at 90 degrees which,
as was mentioned above, is not desirable. The phased cosine distribution which is given
by:
f(x) =
{
cos(πx
L0
) exp(jαx) if −L0/2 < x < L0/2 ;
0 otherwise.
(where α determines the angle of the peak of the farfield) imposes a more severe test on
the Gabor expansion due to the phasing of the field. α was chosen to be 0.1k where k is
the wavenumber. 60 beams were launched into the FDTD lattice. The excellent agreement
between the FDTD simulations and the rigorous solutions (Fig.(5.15,5.16))show that:
• The difference in wave velocities for beams launched at different angles (see [33]) is
negligible.
• The errors caused by reflection from PML and the imperfection of the TF/SF for-
mulation are negligible.
• As only non-evanescent beam fields are launched, the error caused by not including
the evanescent beams are negligible even as close as 5λ to the source.
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Figure 5.15: FDTD and Green function (Hankel) comparison Fresnel zone field
It was therefore concluded that the Gabor expansion can be successfully combined with
the FDTD at the input.
5.10.2 Combination of Gabor Expansion and FDTD at the Out-
put, Near Field to Far Field Transformation
Once the scattered field from the simulated structure is found (this can be in the form
of a reflection or transmission), in order to further propagate the field inside the optical
system, the field needs to be re-expanded in terms of GBs. As it is always desired to
keep the FDTD lattice as small as possible, the field is observed as close as possible to the
scatterer. The phase and amplitude of the field in phasor form at a plane near the scatterer
is obtained from the time domain form of the field. Therefore the near scattered field in
phasor form is obtained in this manner. The field in any region (near field, Fresnel zone
and far field) can be found using a Hankel function approach. This method is explained
in the next section. The knowledge of the phasor form of the total field in these regions
is not sufficient in this method. As was mentioned earlier, the field at the output must
be expressed in terms of a set of GBs. This is due to the fact that this output field must
be further propagated inside the photonic system using GBT. If the field remains smooth
with slowly varying phase over the output plane it can directly be expanded using Gabor
expansion in the usual format. If the near field is rapidly fluctuating it might not be very
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Figure 5.16: FDTD and Green function (Hankel) comparison far field
efficient to directly expand the fields into GBs. In these special cases which form the worst
case scenario the field must be propagated using the Hankel function approach up to a
distance where the field becomes well behaved. This field is then expanded into a set of
GBs using a simple Gabor expansion.
Hankel Function Approach
At any plane parallel to the TF/SF region boundary (either inside the region or outside the
region) the amplitude and phase of the field in phasor form can be obtained. Once these
are known that plane can be considered as an aperture radiating in free space and the field
on either side of it can be obtained using 2D Greens function (Hankel function) Egn.(5.15).
It must be noted that this approach is rigorous and therefore the results obtained for the
near, Fresnel zone and farfield regions are 100% accurate. For the near and Fresnel zone
fields NAG library was used to calculate the Hankel function and the integral (Eqn.(5.15)).
For farfield the large argument approximation of the Hankel function must be used.
E(x, z) = ŷ
jkz
2
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x′)H
(2)
0 (kR)/Rdx
′
R = [(x′ − x)2 + z2]1/2 (5.15)
where k is the wavenumber and H
(2)
0 () is the 2D Greens function (Hankel function).
Chapter 6
Applications of the Hybrid Method
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the hybrid method is used to analyze a number of passive photonic struc-
tures. Three different classes of problems have been considered:
• Scattering problems: In this class of problems a structure is placed inside the FDTD
virtual box and is illuminated by a set of GBs which are produced by Gabor expansion
of the incident field. The field scattered by the structure is then found close to the
TF/SF region. This near field is then expanded using the Gabor expansion and the
resultant GBs are then launched back into the photonic system. For example the
effect of a thin lens placed many wavelengths away from the scattering structure can
be found. Dielectric gratings were chosen for this class. The reason for this choice
is twofold. The first is related to the very interesting properties of the gratings that
make them applicable in many photonic systems (filters, couplers,etc). The second
reason which is of primary importance to us, is that a dielectric grating imposes a very
severe test on any numerical method used to analyze it. This is due to the fact that
the size of a typical grating can be hundreds of wavelengths but it contains feature
sizes (the elements of the grating) that are smaller than the wavelength. This large
ratio between the overall size and the fine feature sizes make these structures difficult
to analyze as any numerical method needs some type of discretization and the fine
features set an upper bound for the size of the cells used in the numerical method’s
discretization scheme. In order to analyze and verify the result of our tests on a
dielectric grating a systematic procedure was used. The grating was first illuminated
by a single GB launched at different angles and the results were compared with the
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general grating formula derived in section 6.2. The flat grating was then deformed
by gradually shifting the elements of the grating forward up to its midpoint and then
backwards (and vice versa)to form concave and convex structures. Surprisingly the
far field was identical in both cases! Using a phased array of antenna it was proved
that this was to be expected. This observation further confirmed the accuracy of
this hybrid method. In order to put the hybrid method to full use, a general phased
phased cosine aperture field was used. This field was then expanded to a set of GBs.
The GBs were launched inside the FDTD lattice and the resultant scattered field
was propagated for a distance of 100 lambda using the Green function formulation.
The field at 100 wavelengths was then expanded using Gabor expansion and passed
through a thin lens. This example (section 6.5) employs all the components of the
hybrid method.
• Coupling problem: In many photonic structures once the beams have passed through
various structures they are ultimately coupled into a waveguide. A simple grating
coupler was used as an example to show the applicability of this method to this class
of problems.
• Transmission Problems: In this class of problems, a structure is again placed in the
FDTD lattice but instead of analyzing the scattered field, the transmitted field which
is in the total field region is taken as the near field. A very simple transparency illu-
minated by a GB was considered and the properties of the structure was qualitatively
observed.
In the next section it is shown that for a plane wave illumination the positions of the peaks
of the far field of a dielectric grating are the same as those of a perfect electric conductor
grating:
6.2 Grating Formula for a Dielectric Grating
In this section the general grating formula for a dielectric grating is derived. The geometry
of the problem is shown in Fig.(6.1). Here the approach used by H. Haus [75] has been
extended to include the dielectric case. It is assumed that the grating is illuminated by a
plane wave given by:
Ei(x, z) = E0iŷ exp(−jk1xx− jk1zz)
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Figure 6.1: Geometry of the problem
The grating’s geometry is defined by x = f(z) where f(z) is a periodic function with period
Λ. The boundary condition at the surface of the grating is given by:
∀(x, z); x = f(z)
Ei(x, z) + Er(x, z) = Et(x, z)
or equivalently:
∀(x, z); x = f(z)
E0iŷ exp(−jk1xx− jk1zz) + Er(x, z) = Et(x, z)
From the above equations it is evident that:
Et(x, z) = h(x, z) exp(−jk2zz)
Er(x, z) = g(x, z) exp(−jk1zz)
where g and h are periodic with period Λ:
g(x, z + Λ) = g(x, z)
h(x, z + Λ) = h(x, z)
The proof is given for the reflected wave, the proof for the transmitted wave is identical
and only the results are given. As g is periodic the reflected field can be expanded in terms
of a Fourier series in z but this Fourier series is nothing but the plane wave expansion in
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this case; i.e the continuous spectrum of plane waves becomes a discrete sum. Therefore
the following is obtained:
Er(x, z) =
∑
m
Γm exp(−jk1zz) exp(−j
2πm
Λ
z) exp(jkmx)
As each plane wave must satisfy Helmholtz:
(k1z +
2πm
Λ
)2 + k2m = w
2εµ
This means that for each m, km is found from the above equation. Furthermore as
k1z = w
√
εµ sin θi =
2π
λ
sin θi
therefore the following relation holds:
k1z +
2πm
Λ
= w
√
εµ sin θmr
and therefore the Grating Equation for a general dielectric gratings is obtained:
sin θi +
mλ
Λ
= sin θmr (6.1)
Where λ is the wavelength. Note this result was obtained from phase matching considera-
tions and is therefore identical to the equation for a metallic grating. With the exact same
argument the following equation holds for the transmitted plane wave:
sin θi +
mλ
Λ
= n sin θmt (6.2)
where n is the refractive index of the dielectric.
6.3 Dielectric Grating
In this section a finite dielectric grating illuminated by a GB launched at different angles is
considered. To the author’s knowledge no analytical method that can predict the near field,
Fresnel zone field and far field for this problem exists. Here the grating is illuminated with
a single GB but obviously any field can be treated by the hybrid method. Five numerical
tests were performed on a flat grating. In the first three the GBs were launched at 0,3,9
degrees. The waist of the beams are 25λ and the length of the grating is 150λ. The Λ of
the grating is 3λ/2. The depth of each tooth like element is λ/4. The fields are observed
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at 15λ from the source in the scattered field region. The near field amplitude and phase
and the far field in both cartesian and polar coordinate systems are shown in Figs.(6.2, 6.3,
6.5, 6.6). The angles of the peaks of the far fields matches the general grating extremely
well. Fig.(6.4) is magnified version of the phase plots of the scattered field. It is provided
for comparison with the phase plots of the fifth test.
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Figure 6.2: Near field, normal incidence
In all of the above cases according to the general grating formula 3 peaks exist in the
farfield namely m = −1, 0, 1. In the next 2 tests the GB is launched at 18 degrees for two
different grating periods namely 1.5λ and .8λ. The polar plot of the far field for Λ = 1.5λ
is shown in Fig.(6.7.d)(the near field and phase in this case is not shown). The near field,
phase and polar plots for Λ = .8λ are shown in Figs.(6.7.a,6.7.b,6.7.c). When the grating
period is reduced to Λ = .8λ, according to the grating formula only 2 peaks exist. This
is shown by comparing Figs.(6.7.c,6.7.d). For Λ = .8λ the far field side lobe is accurately
predicted to be 71.35 degrees. There is a very interesting observation in the phase of the
near field in this case (Fig.(6.8)). Two clearly different regions can be distinguished in the
phase plots. In the first region an increasing phase function reveals a beam propagating
upwards. In the second region a decreasing phase function reveals a beam propagating
downwards. The difference in the slope of the phase shows that the beams are travelling at
different angles. Therefore the peaks observed in the amplitude of the near field will move
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Figure 6.3: Normal Incidence
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Figure 6.4: Magnified phase
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(a) Near Field
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Figure 6.5: 3 Degrees Incidence
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(a) Near Field
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Figure 6.6: 9 Degrees Incidence
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away from one another and eventually produce the two lobes in the farfield region. This
can be compared with the normal incidence with Λ = 1.5λ, Fig.(6.4) where the fact that
the equality of the slope of the phase in the left and right regions shows beams travelling
at the same angle.
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(a) Near Field Λ = .8λ
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Figure 6.7: 18 Degrees Incidence
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Figure 6.8: 18 Degrees incidence phase zoomed
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Figure 6.9: Geometry of the problem
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6.4 Concave and Convex Gratings
In this section the properties of concave and convex gratings were investigated. The concave
and convex shapes were obtained by gradually shifting the elements of the grating forward
and backward as was explained in the introduction. Very interesting results were obtained
that further reveal the accuracy and versatility of the Hybrid method. Fig.(6.9) shows
the different geometries simulated. The figures are not drawn in the actual proportion in
order to depict the grating elements and their spacing. The actual gratings contain 100
elements. The length of the flat grating is therefore 100 ∗ 3/2 ∗ λ = 150λ. The relative
shift of the elements in the concave and convex grating is λ/32; therefore the mid point of
the concave grating is 50 ∗ λ/32 = 1.5625λ shifted relative to the endpoints. The same is
true for the convex grating but the shift is in the other direction. The near field and far
field of the scattered field which were created by a normally incident GB were calculated
for each structure. The results are shown in Figs. 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. The polar plots
of the flat grating and the concave grating are also shown in Fig.(6.13). As it was shown
in section 6.2 the grating formula for a dielectric grating is the same as a PEC grating.
This can be easily seen from the polar plot and the grating formula. A strange phenomena
was observed in that although the near and Fresnel zone fields of the concave and convex
grating are very different, their far field match perfectly, see Fig.6.4. The reason for this
cannot be the fact that the curvature of the curved gratings is small. If that was the case,
the results should match the result of a flat grating; therefore, it was concluded that the
phase distribution on the grating elements should be responsible for this phenomena. In
order to show this, a phased array approach was used. A virtual grating was illuminated
by a normal GB. At the centers of the elements of the grating the phase and amplitude
of the GB was found. The pattern of the resultant phased array was thereby calculated.
Therefore if xi, zi, i = 1, 2, ..., 100 are the coordinates of the centers of the elements of the
imaginary grating the phased array is formed by
Ai exp(jφi) =
√
jb
zi − z0 + jb
exp (−jk(zi − z0) −
jk
2
x2i
zi − z0 + jb
) (6.3)
This phased array then radiates in free space and therefore the array factor is found simply
by [76]:
AF =
100
∑
i=1
Ai exp(jφi) exp[−jk(xi sin θ − zi cos θ)] (6.4)
The above procedure was implemented by a simple code and to our surprise the results
were the same for the concave and convex case! The curvature was then changed by
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Figure 6.10: a. Near, b. Fresnel, c. Far field of the flat grating
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Figure 6.11: Concave Grating
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Figure 6.12: Convex Grating
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Figure 6.13: Polar Plots of the Flat and Concave Gratings
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increasing the shift between consecutive elements. Even with a relative shift of λ/2 the
result remained the same for the concave and convex case. It became clear that with s as
the relative shift, the array factor has a term with +s and another term with −s therefore
changing +s to −s (convex to concave) does not change the result. Another way of looking
at the problem is that a translation of an array does not change its farfield as long as the
phasing of the individual elements are not changed. By moving a tilted array in the field
produced by a plane wave the phase difference between the elements remains the same.
Therefore, the upper half of the concave array acts like the lower half of the convex array
and vice versa. Another interesting observation is the qualitative similarity between the
results obtained using the phased array approach and our method. The observation that
the central lobe is missing from the phased array result is due to the fact that the phase
array consists of 100 elements in free space therefore, there is no main structure to produce
a normal reflection. In case of the grating the whole structure (not considering the grating
elements) reflects the incident field; therefore, the central lobe exists. It is obvious that if
somehow the symmetry of the problem is broken the results will not be the same. This
can be achieved for example by tilting the incident beam.
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Figure 6.14: Position of the phased array elements
6.5 An Application comprised of all the components
of the Hybrid method
All the different components of the hybrid method has been put to use in this example.
The schematic of the problem is shown in Fig.(6.16). A dielectric grating is illuminated by
a phased cosine aperture field. The phase variation in the aperture field causes a shift in
the peak of the field as it propagates. This is similar to a spatial tilt of the phased cosine
profile. The aperture field is first expanded into a number of GBs. The waists of the beams
were chosen such that they cover the whole aperture. Due to the large size of the beam
waists used for the Gabor expansion, a matched Gabor series is obtained. The coefficients
of the Gabor series are shown in Fig.(6.18). The resultant beams are then launched inside
the FDTD lattice. The field is then calculated in the SF region, in the near field of the
scatterer (the grating). As was mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, a grating
imposes a very severe test on the FDTD method. Although it is possible to expand this
near field directly using a Gabor expansion, this approach is not very efficient. Numerous
numerical experiments were performed and it was concluded that by propagating the field
a distance of 100λ away from the grating using the Hankel function approach, the Gabor
expansion becomes more efficient. The field is then expanded using the Gabor expansion.
The resultant beams must be propagated through a thin lens. Multiple reflection/refraction
of the beams inside the lens is used to find the output. As expected the farfield of the
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Figure 6.15: Array factors of the phase arrays
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Figure 6.16: Schematic of the main problem
original field is brought to the focal plane of the lens. The side lobes around each peak in
the far field are obviously due to the truncated aperture field.
In order to clarify the individual procedures the problem is broken down into different
steps and each step is explained in detail in the following sections:
6.5.1 Step 1. Gabor Expansion of the Source
The driving source of the problem is a phased cosine function given by:
f(x) =
{
cos(πx
L0
) exp(jαx) if −L0/2 < x < L0/2 ;
0 otherwise.
The wavelength of operation was λ = 1µm. L0 was chosen to be 50λ and α = −.1k, k being
the free space wavenumber. If such a source radiates in free space the far field pattern peaks
at arcsin(−0.1) = −5.739◦. The source was expanded using Gabor expansion. The shift
parameter of the Gabor expansion was chosen to be L = 55.8. Therefore the beam fields
cover the whole aperture. According to the properties of the Gabor expansion as L > L0
only a few shifted GBs need to be considered. The major contribution is due to the rotated
beams. This can be seen in Fig.(6.18). Only Amn where m = −1, 0, 1 have amplitudes
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Source
Figure 6.17: Source Expansion
larger than 0.1. To be on the safe side |m| < 3 and |n| < 10 (a total of 7 × 21 = 147
beams) were chosen. It can be seen in Fig(6.19) that the aperture field and the farfield (in
absence of the scatterer) are accurately reproduced. According to the properties of Gabor
expansion for n > λ/L the fields become evanescent. In this case as |n| < 10 no evanescent
beam is produced. The maximum angle of produced GBs is arcsin(10/55.8) = 10.32◦.
6.5.2 Step 2. FDTD Simulation
The coefficients of the 147 beams , Amn are read by the FDTD routine. The analytic form
of single frequency time domain GBs is then used by the code to produce the launched field
at the boundary of the TF/SF region Fig.(6.20). The dielectric grating was placed in the
TF region. The pitch of the grating was Λ = 1.5λ and its dielectric constant was εr = 2.25.
A FDTD lattice of 5000×800 cells were chosen with 32 cells per λ. As it was mentioned in
the introduction to this chapter, due to the large difference between the overall dimensions
of the grating and the size of its elements, a large problem space is created. This is virtually
the worst case scenario. The PML was chosen to be 100 cells or (100/32)λ on each side.
After 7200 time steps (around 10 hours on a P4 3GHz machine) steady state is reached. The
observation plane was placed at 12λ away from the grating Fig.(6.20). The amplitude and
phase of the steady state electric field is shown in Figs.(6.21,6.22) respectively. Using the
Hankel function approach the farfield at z = 10000λ was found and is shown in Fig.(6.23).
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(b) Farfield
Figure 6.19: Aperture Field and Farfield of the Source in absence of the scatterer
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Figure 6.20: FDTD Schematic
The peaks of the farfield are located at θm = −50.053◦,−5.73◦, 34.51◦ which are the exact
angles obtained from the general grating formula: θm = arcsin(−.1+2/3m) form = −1, 0, 1
(this m which represent the order of the grating lobes must not be confused with the m
used in the Gabor expansion). The side lobes present in the farfield pattern are due to the
truncation of the phased cosine function.
6.6 Step 3. Gabor Expansion of the Output Field
The near field shown in Fig.(6.21) could be directly expanded using the Gabor expansion
Fig.(6.24), but because of the rapid changes in amplitude and phase a relatively large
number of beams are required to represent the field. Therefore the near field is first
propagated to the observation plane (II), which is 100λ away from observation plane (I)
(Fig.(6.16)) using the Hankel function approach. The result is shown in Fig.(6.25). The
field is smoothed out and a Gabor expansion becomes more efficient. The field at plane (II)
was expanded using both narrow waisted beams: L = 1.5λ and matched beams L = 420.8λ
Fig.(6.26). As it can be observed in Fig.(6.26), the matched expansion gives a much better
approximation of the aperture field. A total of 701 ∗ 3 beams were created. Finding the
coefficients of the expansion in this case takes around 2 minutes. The expansion of such a
complicated field into GBs has not been reported in the literature.
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Figure 6.21: Near Field
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Figure 6.22: Phase of the Near Field
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Figure 6.23: Far Field
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Figure 6.24: Gabor expansion of the near field
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Figure 6.25: Field at 100λ
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Figure 6.26: Gabor expansion of the field at observation plane (II) using narrow waisted
and matched beams
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Observation Plane II
Figure 6.27: Schematic of the final step
6.7 Step 4. Propagation through a thin lens
In this step a thin lens is placed adjacent to observation plane (II) Fig.(6.27). The set of
2103 beams are propagated inside the thin lens using 2D GBT. This step takes less than
a minute to complete. Multiple reflection inside the lens are used to find the field at the
focal plane of the lens (Fig.6.28). The result is shown in Fig.(6.29). The horizontal axis is
stretched to allow comparison with the rigorous Hankel function result.
All the features and components of the hybrid method is effectively utilized in this
example. A problem of extremely large size compared to the wavelength is analyzed using
this method. Therefore the full power of this method is revealed. Other applications of
the hybrid method are demonstrated by the following examples.
6.8 Grating Coupling
In many photonic structures, light needs to be coupled to optical waveguides. This can
happen either at the input (for example a laser entering an integrated photonic device)
or at the output of a detector system. In many applications it is desirable to couple light
to the midsection of a guide as opposed to its ends (butt coupling). In this example the
problem of coupling of a GB into a slab waveguide is considered. The geometry of the
problem is shown in Fig.(6.30). This example is used to demonstrate ability of the hybrid
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Figure 6.28: Multiple Reflections in the Lens
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Figure 6.29: Field at the focal plane of the lens compared to the rigorous far field obtained
using Hankel function.
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Figure 6.30: Geometry of GB Coupling
method in analyzing such structures and therefore, the actual coupling efficiency is not
of primary interest. Due to the fact that relatively large sections of a weakly guiding
slab are needed for the modes to become stable, FDTD is not very suitable for analyzing
these waveguides. Therefore for this example a strongly guided waveguide is chosen with
ncore = 1.5 and nclad = 1. The refractive index of finite slanted grating was chosen to be
ng = 2. The angle of the slanted grating is 45 degrees and the entire grating is illuminated
by the GB. The relatively large difference between the refractive index of the grating and
slab causes the incident field to be strongly perturbed. This perturbed field is then coupled
to the slab within a few wavelengths due the fact that the slab is strongly guiding. As it
can be seen in Fig.(6.31) the field is strongly coupled to the waveguide and this coupling is
unidirectional, although the incident field is perpendicular to the slab. Other methods of
the grating coupling require the incident beam to be tilted at a very specific angle and the
coupling efficiency is strongly dependent on this angle. A very good agreement between
the simulated results and the fundamental mode (analytic solution) of the slab can be
observed in Fig.(6.32). The fluctuation of the field far from the slab is due to the leakage
from the coupling mechanism.
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Figure 6.31: GB Coupling into a Slab Waveguide
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Figure 6.32: Comparison of the Fundamental Mode (FDTD-Analytic Solution)
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Figure 6.33: Schematic of the Transmission problem
6.9 A Transmission Problem
In this example, the very thin dielectric transparency is illuminated by a GB. The fact that
the output field can be chosen in the TF region is demonstrated by this example. In many
practical problems the transmittance of light through optical structures is of paramount
importance. For example a laser beam passing through a Fresnel lens [76] or through a slab
of LHM material. All these problems can be categorized as transmission problems. If these
structures are placed inside an FDTD lattice the output field has to be calculated in the TF
region as the collective effect of the incident and transmitted fields forms the output of the
system. The applicability of the hybrid method to this class of problems is shown in this
very simple example. The geometry of the problem is given in Fig.(6.33). The refractive
index of the transparency was n = 1.5, its pitch Λ = 1.5λ and the thickness was λ/15. Due
to the very small thickness of the transparency the phase shift experienced by the beam
does not differ significantly for the different points on the transparency. Therefore a very
small fluctuation is seen in the transmitted field in the near field of the transparency. It
must be noted that this field is calculated in the TF region. The amplitude of the beam is
nevertheless reduced due to reflection from the surface. 100λ away from the transparency
the original form of the beam is obtained.
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Figure 6.34: Top 3D Plot of the Transmission Problem
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Figure 6.35: Near Field of the Transmitted Field
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Figure 6.36: Comparison between FDTD results and free space GB propagation
6.10 Estimation of Error
Fig.(6.37) shows the sources of error created by the different components of the hybrid
method: In Gabor expansion as a limited number of beams are used to represent the
aperture plane, truncation errors are the main source of inaccuracy. The other source of
error is representation of the aperture field using GBs (ignoring the higher order terms).
In the FDTD region the main source of error is the error due to discretization. The finer
the FDTD lattice the more accurate the results. The other source of error is the due to the
finite size of the FDTD computational domain (reflections caused by PML). This problem
can be overcome by increasing the size of this domain. Another problem is the imperfection
of the TF/SF region formulation. Again by choosing a finer grid size the error due to this
imperfection is reduced. The final source of error in the FDTD region is the fact that
the results should reach steady state. The error caused by this can be estimated by curve
fitting the field at some point on the observation plane by a pure sinusoidal function and
finding the mean squared error. In utilizing the near field to farfield transformation the
errors involved are those due to integration and calculation of Hankel functions.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Contributions and
Future Work
7.1 Summary of Contributions
In this chapter the main contributions of our research and the major topics presented in
this thesis are summarized. The main purpose of the research presented in this thesis
has been to create a computationally efficient method for analysis and design of passive
photonic structures. Our main focus has been on unbounded wave structures. As these
structures are in general extremely large in terms of the optical wavelength of the driving
sources a single ad hoc method can not be used to both accurately and efficiently analyze
them. Therefore a hybrid method was used for this purpose.
The main contribution of this research has been the actual combination or “hybridiz-
tion” of three methods:
1. The Gaussian Beam tracing method.
2. The Gabor expansion method.
3. The Finite Difference Time Domain method.
First a novel 3D Gaussian Beam Tracing method was developed based on phase match-
ing techniques. This method which enables one to find the reflection and refraction of
a Vectorial General Astigmatic Gaussian Beam from a general curved surface was for-
mulated, implemented and verified. The fact that the hybrid method is computationally
efficient is mainly due to the speed of the GBT. Free space propagation, reflection from
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mirrors, reflection and refraction from lenses and prisms and many other similar problems
can be accurately and efficiently handled by this method. Fields at the focal plane of lenses
can be easily found and the problem of caustics does not exist in this method. The main
limitation of GBT is that the surface under consideration much be relatively smooth. In
general, diffraction phenomenon can not be modelled by this method. The use of many
examples in this thesis has revealed the speed, accuracy and versatility of this method. A
2D version of this method has also been formulated in Appendix C.
If the source of electromagnetic wave in a specific problem is not of Gaussian form, it
needs to be expanded in terms of a number of Gaussian beams. The Gabor expansion has
been used in this research. This method which is based on a series expansion of an aperture
field into elementary beam functions has been extensively investigated in the literature.
In this method the field over a flat or curved surface is represented by a quadruple sum
of Gaussian elementary function. Subsequently, using asymptotic techniques a beam field
representation of the radiated field is obtained. A general 3D Gaussian beam representa-
tion of the radiated field is extremely difficult to formulate. In this work, a method for
extending the 3D Gabor expansion to the case of astigmatic beam fields has been proposed
where the resultant Gaussian beams are narrow waisted in one direction. Both the 2D and
3D Gabor expansion of a field on a flat surface has been implemented in this work. The
class of problems considered in this work (for example the expansion of the Fresnel zone
scattered field of a diffraction grating over an aperture size of 100λ) has not been reported
in the literature. The GBT and the Gabor expansion have been combined in this research.
The beam fields produced by the Gabor expansion are efficiently propagated using the
GBT through optical structures. At any desired plane the Gaussian beams can be added
up and then re-expanded in terms of a set of new Gaussian beams.
In some cases due to either the size of a structure or its physical properties the combi-
nation of GBT and Gabor expansion can not be used. In these cases the Finite Difference
Time Domain method has been used in this work. As the space outside the FDTD lattice
is analyzed by GBs, the FDTD method must have the capability of launching GBs at
arbitrary angles. Due to the lack of suitable commercial software, a very robust 2D FDTD
has been implemented as part of this research. The GBT has been combined with the
FDTD. The time harmonic GBs used in GBT are first converted to their sinusoidal form
and subsequently any number of shifted and rotated beams can be launched at the same
time inside the FDTD lattice. To our knowledge no commercial software has this capability.
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To demonstrate the power of the hybrid method, many practical examples have been
presented. A systematic approach has been used to minimize any possible error. Many
interesting results were obtained using the hybrid method that demonstrated its accuracy
and generality for analysis and design of passive photonic structures. Although only a
limited number of structures have been analyzed in this work, the problems that can be
modelled using this method are virtually limitless.
7.2 Future Work
This research can be extended in many ways. Some of the proposed areas for future
research are listed below:
1. Inclusion of the Goos-Hanchen shift for a 3D GAGB reflection from a curved surface.
2. GBT formulation for a pulsed GB.
3. Inclusion of edge diffraction from dielectrics and metals in the GBT.
4. Automation of the GBT.
5. General Gabor expansion for arbitrary beam waists at the aperture plane.
6. Implementation of a 3D FDTD.
Appendix A
Geometrical Optics Field
A.1 Astigmatic Rays in Homogenous Media
Using Maxwell’s equations in time harmonic form:
~∇× H(r) − jwεE(r) = 0 (A.1)
~∇× E(r) + jwµH(r) = 0
~∇.B(r) = 0
~∇.D(r) = 0
together with the constitutive relationships:
D = εE
B = µH
leads to the Helmholtz equation:
~∇2E + k2E = 0 (A.2)
where k = w
v
is the wave number of the medium and v is the velocity of light in the medium
and is defined as v = 1√
µε
, and ε and µ are the permittivity and permeability of the medium
and r. According to Lunberg-Kline [38] asymptotic expansion of the electric and magnetic
fields leads to:
E = e−jk0Φ(r)
∑
m≥0
e(m)
(jk0)(m)
, H = e−jk0Φ(r)
∑
m≥0
h(m)
(jk0)(m)
(A.3)
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where e(m), h(m) and φ are generally functions of position but not a function of k0 = w/c.
The leading term of this asymptotic expansion is referred to as the Geometrical Optics
field (for very large k0), and is represented by:
E0(r) = e(r)e
−jk0Φ(r)
H0(r) = h(r)e
−jk0Φ(r) (A.4)
Substituting Eqn.(A.4) in Maxwell’s equations and the Helmholtz equation leads to differ-
ential equations relating e(r), h(r) and Φ(r) where Φ(r) is the Phase. For the geometrical
optics field, the Eikenol and Transport equations are obtained respectively by:
|~∇Φ|2 = n2 (A.5)
(∇Φ.∇)e + 1
2
(∇2Φ)e = 0 (A.6)
where n = v/c is the refractive index of the medium and , c = 3× 108 is the speed of light
in vacuum. The surfaces of constant phase are called phase fronts or wave fronts and
the space curves normal to the wavefronts are called rays. Using Eqn.(A.5) the following
important observations [38, 77, 78] can be made:
1. Ray trajectories In a homogenous medium the rays are straight lines; therefore if
s is a variable measuring arc-length, then:
r(s) = As+ B
where A and B are constant vectors.
2. Phase continuation The phase changes linearly:
Φ(s) = Φ(s0) + n(s− s0)
where s0 denotes an arbitrary number.
3. Amplitude continuation The amplitude of the field changes according to:
e(s) = e(0)
√
R1R2
(R1 + s)(R2 + s)
(A.7)
where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the phase front. See Fig.(A.1) and
Fig.(A.2)
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Figure A.1: Astigmatic Rays
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Figure A.2: Narrow ray Tube around a central ray.
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This formula represents an Astigmatic Field as the phase front has two distinct radii of
curvature. The plane wave, spherical wave and the cylindrical waves are special forms of
this equation with (R1 = ∞, R2 = ∞), (R1 = R2 6= ∞), (R1 = ∞, R2 6= ∞) respectively.
The points s = −R1 and s = −R2 are the two caustics of this field where in theory, an
infinite number of rays pass through and therefore the geometric optics field predicts an
infinite field. According to what was presented above, the geometric optics field can be
represented as
E0(s) = e(0)
√
R1R2
(R1 + s)(R2 + s)
e−jnk0s (A.8)
Appendix B
Phase Matching
Given the incident field (bundle of rays) and the equation of a general 3D surface, the only
unknowns required to fully determine the reflected and transmitted rays are the curvature
matrices of the reflected and transmitted rays. If the surface is approximated ~r(d1, d2) by
a quadratic equation the following is obtained:
~r(d) = d − 1
2
(dC̄dT )n̂+O(d3) (B.1)
where d = d1d̂1 + d2d̂2 and (d1, d2, n) is a local coordinate system describing the surface of
incidence and d̂1 and d̂2 are unit vectors in the tangent plane to the surface at the point
of incidence and C̄ is the curvature matrix of the surface. Now consider the phase of the
incident field:
φ(xi, zi) = zi +
1
2
xi.Q̄i(zi)x
T
i
The phase needs to be found at all the points on the surface, therefore, xi component and
zi components of ~r(d) are found. This yields
x1i = x̂1i.~r(d) = x̂1i.d̂1 + x̂1i.d̂2 −
1
2
(dC̄dT )n̂.x̂1i +O(d
3) (B.2)
x2i = x̂2i.~r(d) = x̂2i.d̂1 + x̂2i.d̂2 −
1
2
(dC̄dT )n̂.x̂2i +O(d
3) (B.3)
zi = ẑi.~r(d) = ẑi.d̂1 + ẑi.d̂2 −
1
2
(dC̄dT )n̂.ẑi +O(d
3) (B.4)
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Figure B.1: Ray-fixed coordinate system.
In the first two equations ignore the terms in O(d2) are ignored [24]. This would greatly
simplify the results. As mentioned earlier as long as d̂1, d̂1, d̂2, x̂1i, x̂2i are vectors in the
tangent plane of the surface and the tangent plane of the incident wavefront then the
above equations hold. The results are further simplified by assuming that d̂2 = x̂2i. See
Fig.(B.1). The fact that this can indeed be done is shown in Fig(B.2). This choice leads
to the ray-fixed coordinate system for the incident field , and the above relationships would
be greatly simplified:
xi = K̄id
zi = ẑi.~r(d) = d1ẑi.d̂1 + d2ẑi.d̂2 −
1
2
(dC̄dT )n̂.ẑi
K̄i =
[
cos θi 0
0 1
]
(B.5)
Although cos θi has been used it is better to write x̂1i.d̂1 because the sign of this term might
change depending on which side of the surface the pencil is incident upon. Therefore the
phase at P0 can be expressed as:
φi = ẑi.d +
1
2
.(K̄id)Q̄i(zi)(K̄id)
T (B.6)
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Figure B.2: 3D plot showing the point of incident ray and the surface .
The next approximation used is that although Q̄i is a function of zi for the points on the
surface because the rays are paraxial it can be taken as ¯Qi(P0) and denoted by simply Q̄i
for convenience, so that the phase can be expressed in the form:
φi = ẑi.d +
1
2
d.Γ̄dT (B.7)
Γ̄i = K̄
T
i Q̄iK̄i + C̄ cos θi (B.8)
Exactly the same thing can be said for the reflected and transmitted pencils.
Γ̄r = K̄
T
r Q̄rK̄r − C̄ cos θr (B.9)
Γ̄t = K̄
T
t Q̄tK̄t + C̄ cos θt (B.10)
K̄r =
[
− cos θr 0
0 1
]
(B.11)
K̄t =
[
cos θt 0
0 1
]
(B.12)
Now the phase of the incident, reflected and transmitted pencils are matched on the surface.
The phase has a linear term and a quadratic term which should be matched separately.
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The linear term confirms Snell’s law and the quadratic terms gives us the equations from
which the curvature matrix of the reflected and transmitted pencils can be found;
k1Γ̄i = k1Γ̄r = k2Γ̄t (B.13)
Which yields
Q̄r = (K̄r)
−1[K̄Ti Q̄iK̄i + C̄(cos θi + cos θr)](K̄r)
−1 (B.14)
Q̄t =
n1
n2
(K̄t)
−1[K̄Ti Q̄iK̄i + C̄(cos θi −
n2
n2
cos θt)](K̄t)
−1 (B.15)
These equations have been simplified and explicit equations for Qr and Qt exist [40],[77].
Once the elements of the curvature matrices are found, the principal radii of curvature
from can easily be obtained:
1
R1,2
=
1
2
Q11 +Q22 ±
√
[(Q11 −Q22)2 + 4Q212]
Appendix C
2D GB Tracing
In this appendix it is shown how the above phase matching can be used for tracing 2D
GBs. Although the tracing of a 2D beam is simpler and less general than the 3D case
we need it for the hybrid method. It must be noted that the 2D case can not be simply
derived from the 3D case and it needs separate treatment.
C.1 2D GBs
The 2D GB propagating in the z direction in a medium with refractive index n is given
by:
E(x, z) = E0yŷ
√
jb
z + jb
exp (−jkz − jk
2
x2
z + jb
) (C.1)
where b = nπw20/λ is the Rayleigh range w0 is the minimum waist and λ is the wavelength
and k = 2π/λ. If this function is written in the form:
E(x, z) = E(0)ψ exp(−jkz) (C.2)
it can easily be verified that ψ is a solution of the paraxial Helmholtz equation:
∂2ψ
∂x2
− 2jk∂ψ
∂z
= 0
Therefore, Eqn.(C.2) is valid in the paraxial regime meaning that such function would
satisfy the wave equation only when it remains relatively well focused. If the denominator
of x2/(z + jb) is multiplied by its conjugate, Eqn.(C.2) can be written in the following
standard form:
E(x, z) = E0
√
jb
z + jb
e−jkze−j
1
2
k x
2
R(z) e
− x
2
w2(z) (C.3)
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where:
w(z) = w0
√
1 + (
z
b
)2
R(z) = z[1 + (
b
z
)2]
(C.4)
Clearly the spot size w0, the Rayleigh range b (sometimes referred to as zr), the direction
of propagation, the position of minimum waist and the complex amplitude E0 completely
specify a GB.
C.2 Reflection and Transmission from a General Curved
Surface
Consider a 2D GB that is incident upon a general curved surface, Fig.(C.1). It can be
shown that if at the point of incidence the waist of the beam is smaller than both the
radius of curvature of the surface and also than the radius of curvature of phase front
R(z) then the reflected and transmitted beams would remain GBs. The goal is to find the
reflected and transmitted beams from the interface once the incident beam is known. For
this problem two different coordinate systems are considered:
1. Main Coordinate system (x, z) is a fixed coordinate system in which the equation of the
interface is known.
2. (xl, zl) refers to the ray fixed coordinate system [40] for l = i, r, t for incident, reflected
and transmitted respectively.
The point of incidence with the surface z = f(x) is 0. The normal vector to the surface at
the point of incidence is given by
n̂ = ~∇(f(x) − z)
The reflection and transmission directions are determined from Snell’s laws:
ẑi.n̂ = ẑr.n̂ or θi = θr (Law of reflection) (C.5)
n1(ẑi × n̂) = n2(ẑt × n̂) or n1 sin θi = n2 sin θt (Law of refraction) (C.6)
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where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the two medium shown in Fig.(C.1). The case
of reflection from a perfect conductor can also be easily handled by only considering the
reflected beam. The angle of incidence, reflection and transmission are denoted by θi, θr
and θt. Once these directions are known the ray fixed coordinate system of the incident,
reflected and transmitted beams can be found from ( see for example [41]):
x̂i =
ẑi × (n̂× ẑi)
|ẑi × (n̂× ẑi)|
x̂r = −
ẑr × (n̂× ẑr)
|ẑr × (n̂× ẑr)|
x̂t =
ẑt × (n̂× ẑt)
|ẑt × (n̂× ẑt)|
(C.7)
Now that the direction of propagation of the reflected and refracted beams are obtained
the other parameters can easily be found.
C.3 Phase Matching and Determination of the Am-
plitude of the Reflected and Refracted Beams
Phase matching is used to find the spot size and origin of the reflected and transmitted
GB’s. It is assumed that the reflected and refracted beams remain GB’s so there exists
three different GB’s:
Ei(x, z) = E0iŷ
√
jbi
zi + jbi
exp (−jk1zi −
jk1
2
x2i
zi + jbi
)
Er(x, z) = E0rŷ
√
jbr
zr + jbr
exp (−jk1zr −
jk1
2
x2r
zr + jbr
)
Et(x, z) = E0tŷ
√
jbt
zt + jbt
exp (−jk2zt −
jk2
2
x2t
zt + jbt
)
(C.8)
The procedure for the reflected beam is explained only, the details of obtaining the param-
eters of the transmitted beam is identical so only give the results are given. In Fig.(C.1) If
~r(t) is a vector whose tip traces the surface of incidence in the (x, z) plane, if it is assumed
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Figure C.1: The geometry of GB reflection and transmission
that the beam waist (spot size) at point of incidence is much smaller (about half) than the
radius of curvature of the surface, a quadratic approximation for the surface can be used:
~r(t) = td̂2 + nn̂ = td̂2 −
1
2R
t2n̂ (C.9)
where R is the radius of curvature of the surface and n and t are the coordinate of the
point. The next step is to express the coordinates of the surface (tip of ~r(t)) in the (xi, zi)
and (xr, zr) systems. This is done so for points that are close to the point of incidence
the phase of the incident and reflected beams can be correctly matched. If ~OO
′
and ~OO
”
are the vectors connecting the origins of the incident and reflected beams to the point of
intersection, it is easily shown that:
~r
′
(t) = ~OO
′
+ (t cos θi + n sin θi)x̂i + (t sin θi − n cos θi)ẑi
~r”(t) = ~OO
”
+ (−t cos θr + n sin θr)x̂r + (t sin θr + n cos θr)ẑr (C.10)
Where ~r
′
(t) and ~r”(t) are expressed in the incident and reflected beam coordinate systems.
Note that ~OO
′
and ~OO
”
are in the direction of ẑi and ẑr respectively and therefore create
a constant phase term which shall be dealt with later. Matching the phase of the incident
and transmitted waves the following relations are obtained:
t sin θi +
1
2R
cos θi +
1
2Qi
t2 cos2 θi = t sin θr −
t2
2R
cos θr +
t2
2Qr
cos2 θr (C.11)
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where Qi and Qr are the so called complex curvature of the wavefronts of the incident and
reflected beams and are given by
Qi = zi + jbi
Qr = zr + jbr
(C.12)
The second approximation that used is that Qi and Qr remain constant and equal to there
values at the point of incidence. This approximation implies that the waist of the incident
and reflected beams must be much smaller than the radius of curvature of the wavefronts.
Eqn.C.11 must hold for all values of t. The first order terms yield the law of reflection
(θi = θr) and the second order terms yield:
1
Qi
=
1
Qr
+
2
R cos θi
(C.13)
where Qi = ρi + jbi and Qr = ρr + jbr; ρi and ρr are the distances from the origin of the
incident and reflected beams from the surface, Fig.(C.2). Following the exact same proce-
dure for the transmitted beam it can be shown that the following equation for obtaining
the curvature matrix of the refracted beam is obtained:
1
Qi
=
n1
n2
(
cos θi
cos θt
)2
1
Qt
+
n1 cos θi − n2 cos θt
n2 cos θ2tR
(C.14)
From the above equation the spot size and the position of minimum waist (origin of the
coordinate system of the beam) are obtained.
To determine the amplitude, Fresnel coefficients are used, γ(θi), at the point of incidence.
This is obviously justified as long as the beam waist remains small over the region of
interest. Therefore the amplitude of the reflected beam is given by:
E0r = γ(θi)E0r
√
bi(ρr + jbr)
br(ρi + jbi)
(C.15)
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Figure C.2: The geometry of GB reflection and transmission
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